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IV. Aperçus of the History of Balkan Romanity

NICOLAE-ŞERBAN TANAŞOCA

A. ROMANIAN AND FOREIGN RESEARCH ON THE BALKAN ROMANIANS

1. The Balkan Romanians
The Balkan Peninsula is indebted to its geographical position and
structure, as well as to its historical circumstances throughout the
centuries, for its ethnic composition of unique diversity and complexity.
Distinct peoples live together or are neighbours on its soil in an
inextricable texture unparalleled anywhere else in the world. On the one
hand, this situation has made possible a degree of rapprochement and
many exchanges among peoples of various nationalities which has evolved
far enough to lead to the creation of a relatively unitary Balkan mentality
and common civilization. On the other hand, however, aspirations to the
preservation of an ethnic individuality has had, from time to time, to
confront the very opposite tendency, one of national homogenization
propounded by one or another of the Balkan states. The result has been a
number of acute conflicts, if not of proverbially violent clashes, among the
constituents of this mosaic of populations.

Long ago, during the existence of the great imperial structures that
incorporated the peoples of the Balkan Peninsula, such confrontations,
born out of a wish for universality, were not overly harsh. They became
much more intense after the establishment of modern national states in the
region and the resulting denationalization of large numbers of minority
group peoples belonging to one nation, but left inside the borders of
another. In some situations, the final result was the total disappearance of
minorities.

In the Balkan ethnic context, in addition to the Slavic peoples of
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria as well as the Albanians, Greeks, and Turks, to
mention only the main ethnic components of the Peninsula who were able
to establish national states, one also meets the scattered population of the
Vlachs. First attested by Byzantine sources, at least from the Tenth
Century onward, their presence can be observed to this day in all the
Balkan states, where they live in more or less compact groups, speak
languages which are different from the ones used by the other
nationalities, and have their own habits and customs.

With very few exceptions, Romanian and most foreign researchers
have perceived these Balkan Romanian Vlachs as successors of the
Roman or Romanized populations of the Balkan area of the Roman
Empire, or even as Romanians who migrated from the former Dacia,
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crossing the Danube. They were detached from the initial body of
Carpathian-Danubian Romanity - the thriving life of which in the North
of the Balkan Peninsula until the Seventh Century is well-known - as a
result of the historical circumstances created by the Slavic and
Bulgarian invasions. Scattered throughout the Peninsula and reduced to
more modest, rural, and partly “Barbarized” life forms, this Romanic
population preserved its ethnic identity and habits and continued to
speak the same language. It became separated from the Romanians
living North of the Danube, with whom it had originally formed a
compact unity. Its people gradually became estranged from them, and,
because they lacked state organizational forms and a cultural life of
their own, they had to endure an assimilation process undertaken by
the peoples among whom they lived.

Currently, Balkan Romanians are represented by three distinct groups:
the Aromanians inhabiting the South of the Peninsula, the Pindus
Mountains, Thessaly, Acarnania, Etolia, Macedonia, and Epirus; the
Megleno-Romanians to be found in several towns in the North of Greece
and in the Republic of Macedonia; and the Istro-Romanians, very few in
number, who live in the Istrian Peninsula. Except for the Megleno-
Romanians, who lost their ethnic designation and chose to be called
Vlasis, it being the name used by Slavs when referring to them, all these
Vlachs are called, in their own languages or dialects, either Romanians, or
Armâni, Rëmëri, or even Rumâni, in keeping with the dialectical variants
resulting from the evolution and the diversification of the Latin, Romani,
just as in the case of the Daco-Romanian word, Rumâni. The Romanic
idioms that they speak are considered by the overwhelming majority of
Romance language specialists to be dialects of the Romanian language or,
as Matilda Caragiu-Marioţeanu (1975, 1993) points out, dialects of the old
common Romanian. In its turn, verbal and written historical tradition
looks upon these peoples as branches of the trunks of the same Romanian
single people living between the Carpathian and the Pindus Mountains,
according to the Fifteenth Century Byzantine scholar, Laonikos
Chalcocondyles.

In the more distant past, the number of Balkan Peninsula Romanian
groups was far larger than in more recent times. The Balkan Romanians in
the Northern group, living near the Haemus Mountains, along the valleys
that go down as far as the Black Sea region, as well as in Thrace and
Rodope, disappeared completely after having established Asenid Vlachia
and having taken part in the movement for the restoration of the Bulgarian
Czardom in the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries. Indeed, they even
provided the ruling dynasty. Another vanished group was the Western
group of Romanians in Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro Montenegro), Croatia,
and along the Dalmatian coast. Their presence through the Seventeenth
and the Eighteenth Centuries is attested by many sources of various
origins. Traces of these two extinct Balkan Romanian groups can only be
found today in the Romanic toponymy of the regions they inhabited, an
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indication that these peoples were speaking their own dialect, one that was
close to the former Daco-Romanian.

Starting during the second half of the Eighteenth Century, a
considerable number of Aromanians emigrated from the Balkan Peninsula
because of certain economic concerns and political needs in an attempt to
preserve their nationality. One can cite, in particular, the founding of some
important settlements by Aromanian merchants, most of whom were born
in Epirus and who were forced, as the result of Ottoman persecutions at
the end of the Eighteenth Century, to settle in the Habsburg Empire
(Austria, Hungary, and Transylvania). Then, after the First World War,
came the efforts on the part of the Romanian government to colonize
Dobrudja with a few thousand Aromanian families. In addition to the
latter, some compact Megleno-Romanian groups also settled on Romanian
territory and preserved both their ethnic features and their language.

The settling of Aromanians in the Habsburg Empire is linked to the first
so-called Aromanian national renaissance. Continuing a cultural direction
undertaken as early as their presence in the Balkan Peninsula within the
flourishing urban center of Moscopolis (that was destroyed by Ali Pasha of
Yanina), those Aromanians who had emigrated to Central European cities
came into contact with Habsburg Empire Romanians (chiefly
Transylvanian Romanians ). Here, in the effervescent atmosphere of the
Enlightenment, they developed a movement of cultural assertion in their
own language which they tried to promote by writing grammars, primers,
and even histories of their people. Focusing on the Romanity of
Aromanians and even on recovered Romanity, this movement triggered the
response of the Greek-Orthodox clergy grouped around the Oecumenical
Patriarchate. They viewed the possible Aromanian departure from the
cultural boundaries of a Hellenism that they had supported both
intellectually and materially, as being akin to religious apostasy.

The second Aromanian national renaissance began to take shape in the
second half of the Nineteenth Century through the efforts of mid-century
revolutionaries, also known as the Forty-Eighters, who, in their national
aspirations to bring together all Romanians into one national state and to
creatively assert the cultural identity of the Romanian people in its own
language, did not want to exclude the Balkan Romanians.

After the Union of 1 December 1918, Romanian statesmen and cultural
personalities were able to draw up an adequate institutional framework
and to make strenuous and systematic efforts in the diplomatic field. They
succeeded in establishing a comprehensive school network in the Balkan
Peninsula and thus in integrating a remarkable number of Aromanians
into the Romanian cultural scene. Active until the outbreak of the Second
World War, the Romanian schools in the Balkan Peninsula gave the young
Aromanians who enrolled in them the opportunity to receive a classical
education of sufficient quality for them to be able to continue their studies
in Romanian or in foreign universities. Most of the graduates of these
schools settled in Romania. The vast majority of the Dobrudja colonists
were products of this school system. This same movement also gave rise to
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the appearance of an Aromanian dialectal literature in a cultivated
language, to be followed by cultivated attempts at literature in the
Megleno-Romanian dialect.

Balkan Romanians who did not wish to become involved in this trend,
like those who currently lack an institutional and cultural framework able
to support the assertion of their ethnic individuality, integrated into the
cultural and intellectual lives of the peoples among whom they were living
and were gradually assimilated by them. In recent years, however, efforts
have been made to reassert a degree of international co-ordination in
favour of minority rights, even though this effort is being made simply on
behalf of the Romanian national consciousness. It is also linked to the
standpoint of a Romanic nationality other than that of the Romanian
people.

2. Romanian Research on Balkan Romanians
The concern of Romanian cultural personalities for Balkan Romanians did
not begin during the Nineteenth Century, nor was it determined by the
political and cultural initiatives of the Forty-Eighters that were intended to
recover the energies of the Balkan Vlachs for use by the Romanian people
for their greater good. Since its humanist beginnings, Romanian historical
writing and historiography have reserved an appropriate place for Balkan
Romanity among their areas of interest in forms and means suitable for
each distinct period. Such pioneer Romanian historians, as Miron Costin
(1959) and Constantine “the High Steward” (“Stolnicul” Constantin)
Cantacuzino not only mentioned the existence of Balkan Romanians, but
also their common origin and the similarity of their language with that of
the North-Danubian Romanians, invoking the experience of direct contacts
with them or the existence of various written sources. Somewhat later,
Dimitrie Cantemir (1901) allocated a very important place to Balkan
Romanians in his Chronicle. He was the first Romanian scholar to have
identified a direct link between the political activities of Balkan
Romanians, led by the two brothers, Peter and John Asen, and the
establishment of the Romanian medieval states of Moldavia and Walachia,
relying on a very personal and not exactly error-free interpretation of the
main Byzantine sources related to the Asenid uprising and to the
restoration of the Bulgarian Czardom at the end of the Twelfth Century. In
this way, Cantemir made room in Romanian national historiography for a
topic of research and speculation that would never be abandoned. Both
with the assistance of Dionysius Fotino (1818-1819) and of Daniel
Philippide (1816) and through the Cantacuzino History edited by the
Tunusli brothers (1806), the theme brought up by Cantemir (1901) was
developed in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century so-called Greek-
Romanian historiography, while references to the Asenids became a
question of common knowledge in Romanian national history, being taken
over by the Romantic school of historical writing led by Mihail
Kogălniceanu (1837).
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Derived from the work of the same Dimitrie Cantemir, but at a level of
accuracy and benefitting more from documentary information, is the work
of the Transylvanian School members, particularly of Gheorghe Şincai
(1967), Petru Maior (1970), and Samuil Micu (1963). The three of them
devoted special attention to a Balkan Romanity, including all its
manifestations as revealed by the sources, that was integrated into the
body of national Romanian historiography. Şincai introduced into the body
of known evidence the largest quantity derived primarily from Byzantine
sources related to the Balkan Peninsula Romanians. His contribution in
this direction was tremendous, despite the sometimes-awkward
interpretations of data brought together in D. Cantemir’s Chronicle. At the
same time, the historians of the Transylvanian School were the first to
respond to German and Hungarian works by defending the idea of the
Romanity of the South-Danubian Vlachs and by questioning the socio-
professional interpretation that was starting to be given, in certain
scholarly circles, to the word, Vlach, as allegedly designating nomadic
shepherds of unknown ethnicity. Thus these historians adopted an
intellectual stance that would be constantly defended in Romanian
historical writing, in a continuing debate with foreign historians, the
echoes of which can still be heard today.

The Transylvanian School rejected all attempts by historians such as
Franz Joseph Sulzer (1781-1782), Johann Carl Eder (1791), and Johann
Christian Engel (1794) to question Romanian continuity in Trajan’s Dacia
after Aurelian’s troops had evacuated the province in 271. Instead, they
defended the theory of the Romanian “persistence” in Transylvania, thus
forging a useful weapon for defending Romanian historical rights in this
historic province. The same theory served as an argument for the
aspirations of Romanians to be recognized as a nation in the political
sense, enjoying the same rights as the privileged nations in the area: the
Hungarians, the Saxons, and the Szeklers.

The debate over the continuity of the Romanian presence intensified
during the second half of the Nineteenth Century, in an atmosphere
created by the hardening of the nationalities policies of the (now dual)
Austro-Hungarian Empire in parallel with the assertion of a veritable
Austrian and Hungarian historiographic school that vehemently
questioned the continuity of Romanian settlement in Dacia. Although the
members of this school were not adamantly motivated by anti-Romanian
political purposes, such scholars as Robert Roesler (1871), Franz Miklosich
(1862, 1879), Wilhelm Thomaschek (1881), and Paul Hunfalvy (1883,
1887) attempted to prove that the Romanian people came into being South
of the Danube River and later emigrated to former Dacia, bringing with
them a Slavic-Byzantine civilization, typical of the environment from which
they had come. Invoking historical sources that provide detailed
information on the life of Balkan Romanity before the Thirteenth Century,
and at the same time bringing up the linguistic criterion of the
rapprochement between Romanian and such a Slavonic language as
Bulgarian and the surviving Illyrian language, Albanian, opponents to the
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idea of continuity believed that they could prove that all the Romanians
living between the Carpathian and the Pindus Mountains came from
ancient Moesia, Illyria, and Macedonia. Many things were also written in
Central European historiography about the Romanian-Bulgarian state of
the Asenids, the founding of which actually confirmed the Twelfth- and
Thirteenth-Century existence of a Romanity which was still strong and
capable of political creation and military efforts South of the Danube.

Faced with such attempts at minimization, even though Balkan
Romanity had clearly played a major role as attested in historiography and
in linguistics, Romanian historical writing was called upon to draw up new
hypotheses about the relationship between Balkan and Daco-Romanity
over the centuries. Dimitre Onciul (1899, 1919-1920, 1968), for example,
theorized that Asenid Vlachia did not lie South, but North of the Danube,
functioning, for a while, as a genuine confederation on both sides of the
river. According to this theory, the two parts were separated, once again,
by the Tartars. At this point, the Romanians entered into a feudal
relationship with the Hungarian Kingdom and continued a type of
civilization that was pervaded by significant Slavic-Byzantine elements
inherited from the Bulgarian czarist tradition. On the other hand,
Alexandru D. Xenopol (1884, 1885, 1893, 1891), who did not see eye to
eye with Onciul and rightly considered the hypothesis of the latter to be
insufficiently documented, adopted an extreme point of view whereby he
questioned – with certain contradictions and second thoughts – the whole
hypothesis concerning the Romanianity of the Vlach people and their
language. He was tempted to identify them as an ethnic group, and their
language, as Romanic, not as Romanian.

Coming closer to the truth, but at the same time severely criticizing and
rejecting Onciul’s theory, Bogdan Petriceicu Hasdeu (1878, 1898) persisted
in viewing Balkan Romanians as simple Romanians, and the idioms that
they spoke, as dialects of the Romanian language. He also understood
intuitively that the so-called Albanian influence observable in Romanian
was nothing but the effect of the Thracian-Illyric impact on all the
languages of the Balkan peoples, regardless of whether they were Latin or
Slav (in fact, an argument in favour of continuity). By proposing the
hypothesis of the ethnic persistence of Romanized or Slavonized Thracians
and, in this way, echoing the words of other foreign scholars, among whom
the representatives of the incipient Viennese school of Balkanology were
the most important, Hasdeu (1878, 1898) dealt a heavy blow to theories
that over-stressed Latinization, and paved the way for a better
understanding of the process of formation of the Romanian people, both
the Daco-Romanians and the Balkan Romanians.

Although at the start of his career he hesitated to attribute a Romanian
ethnic character to the Balkan Vlachs and refrained from identifying
dialects of the Romanian language in the idioms that they spoke, Nicolae
Iorga ended up by accepting the traditional viewpoint to be found in
Romanian historical writing in this respect and even wrote a brief history
of the Balkan Peninsula Romanians (1919). Although this work is very
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suggestive and expresses views of great interest, it is, at the same time,
imbued with highly personal opinions. For instance, Iorga advanced a
theory (unconfirmed by the sources, however) according to which Asenid
Vlachia and the Great Thessalian Vlachia were one and the same.

Nevertheless, Nicolae Iorga made a tremendous contribution to the field
by including the question of the historical development of Balkan
Peninsula Romanians, with all its specific points, into the general picture
of the evolution of all of Southeastern European Romanity and of the
Romanian people. He revealed fundamental similarities, analogies, and
identities linking the existence of Balkan and of Daco-Romanity. Iorga
viewed the situation from a world historical perspective. He closely studied
the lives of the Romanian people both as successors of the ancient Roman
and Romanized populations of Southeastern Europe and as citizens of the
Roman Empire within the scope of the vast European restructuring that
occurred as a result of the clash between the barbarians and the Empire.

Iorga (1922) developed a basically sound theory, the details of which
might, however, need some refinement. It describes so-called “popular”
Romanias or “countries”, which during the invasions, formed islands of
Latinity that were spared and exploited by the invaders. They were thus
able to preserve their tradition of civilization and their attitude of
superiority in regard to the invaders over the whole contact area. The
Southeastern European Romanians (i.e., the North and South-Danubian
Vlachias) were the core areas. From these cores, found to the right and to
the left of the Danube, the Romanian states in old Dacia and the Vlach
autonomies in the Balkans arose and expanded.

Thanks to the representatives of South-Danubian Romanity and
particularly to scholars who were formed within the Aromanian national
renaissance movement that was evoked above, the quality of Romanian
historiography and linguistics devoted specifically to questions of Balkan
Romanity during the first half of the Twentieth Century improved notably.
From that time on, because, on the one hand, the scholars concerned
knew their native environment well and, on the other hand, because of the
natural evolution toward objectivity and accuracy, linked to a stronger
assertion of the critical spirit in history and the social sciences, the world
of the Balkan Romanians would no longer be studied simply in order to
find explanations regarding the origins of the Romanian people and of their
cultural and political forms in the Middle Ages, but also as a subject in its
own right. In terms of historiography, Ioan J. Caragiani, whose work was
published long after his death, in 1929 and 1941, and later on, George
Murnu (1905, 1906, 1907, 1913, 1939, reprinted in 1984), were initiators
of this type of concern, and both of them produced studies about the
Aromanian past. Studies of this type were taken to a high level by
historians such as Valeriu Papahagi (1935, 1937), who did massive
research in the archives of Venice on the Aromanian role in the trade
between the West and the East, as well as other contributions in the field.
In a similar vein, Victor Papacostea (1929, 1931a, 1931b, 1937, 1939a,
1939b, reprinted in 1983), holder of the Chair of History of Balkan
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Peninsula Romanians at the University of Bucharest, made insightful
contributions to the knowledge about the national renaissance movement
of the Moscopolis Aromanians.

Progress in linguistics linked to the advanced study of European
Romanics, of the Romanian language, and of Balkan Romanian dialects
reached a high level of scientific performance through the work of scholars
such as Tache Papahagi (1932) and Theodor Capidan (1925-1928,1932,
1942, 1943), specialists in the Aromanians and the Megleno-Romanians.
The work accomplished has been continued and perfected by a younger
generation of scholars, in particular, Elena Scărlătoiu (1979, 1980, 1991,
1992, 1998), Gheorghe Carageani, and Nicolae Saramandu (1884), and
Matilda Caragiu-Marioţeanu (1975, 1993).

Research on the Western group of Balkan Romanians as well as on the
Haemus Romanian group and the Asenid Vlachs has been primarily the
work of the Cluj School as an extension of the already existing work in the
field. An example is the work of Sextil Puşcariu (1906, 1926, 1929) in the
domain of linguistics and of research on the Istro-Romanians. In the same
connection, one should cite the writings of Silviu Dragomir (1959), in
particular his rich and valuable historical investigations regarding the
Romanians in the North of the Balkan Peninsula and along the Dalmatian
coast. In the same Cluj circle, Nicolae Bănescu (1943) dealt with the
genesis and the character of the Asenid state, defending, in opposition to
the views of Bulgarian historians, the Romanity of the founding dynasty
and the critical role played by the Balkan Romanians in the restoration of
the Czardom.

The field is indebted to a generation of historians who grouped
themselves around the Revista istorică română [Romanian Historical
Review] for an important and new approach to the history of the
relationship between Balkan Romanity and North-Danubian Romanians.
The various members of this group have adopted some of N. Iorga’s older
ideas, while viewing them with a critical eye and lending them a modern
touch. These historians have tried to rethink the sensitive issues of the
origins of the Romanian states in the Middle Ages. Thanks to Gheorghe I.
Brătianu (1945), who not only rehabilitated the foundation theory, but also
the value of tradition as a historical source, it became possible to evaluate
the political history of the Asenids in the light of world history, in a new
way, which better explains why the Balkan Romanians disappeared from

the history of the Czardom during the second half of the Thirteenth
Century and why the Bulgarian view of this imperial state has been
irrevocably successful. Romanian historians identified these reasons from
among foreign policy issues that forced the Asenids - as a means of
countering the Hungarian claims to supremacy in the Balkans – to adopt
the papal argument for the legitimacy of their state, thus resurrecting the
doubtful precedent whereby certain old Bulgarian czars were crowned by
Rome. Through the efforts of Petre P. Panaitescu (1929, 1944, postum
work 1969), who considerably enlarged the documentary basis for research
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through the discovery of new sources imparting information about the
Romanity of the Asenids, N. Iorga’s theory (1922) in regard to “popular”
Romanias (Vlachias) gained acceptance in terms of contents and insights.
As could be expected, the question of Balkan Romanity became a subject
of this field of research. Finally, Constantin C. Giurescu (1931) undertook
a thorough and critical study of sources. By doing so, he managed to
completely do away with the theory whereby the Vlachia of the Asenids lay
either North of the Danube, or in Thessaly, bringing it back to the Haemus
Mountains and to ancient Moesia. Indeed, in his synthesis of Romanian
history (1936), C. C. Giurescu produced an integrated history of the
Balkan Romanians from their beginnings to modern times.

Following the Second World War, the intensity of Romanian research on
the Balkan Romanians subsided for a while, owing to certain political
scruples that were never openly admitted and to the wishes of the
Romanian State and of its cultural personalities not to be perceived as
continuing the pre-war Balkan Romanity policy. According to the latter,
the Romanian government had promoted the cultural, educational, and
religious autonomy of the Aromanians as well as the principle of special
links between them and Romania proper based on the common Romanity
of Aromanians and Romanians. Thus, the existing Romanian schools and
churches in the Balkan Peninsula were closed, and historical and even
linguistic studies of the South-Danubian Romanians were to a certain
extent neglected.

Ion Coteanu (1957) and Alexandru Graur (1955; 1956), introduced into
linguistic research the theory that the Balkan Romanian dialects developed
and turned into independent languages because they were massively
pervaded, due to progressive bilingualism, by allogeneic linguistic elements
– South Slav or Greek. This theory was rejected by Alexandru Rosetti
(1958), who transformed the whole debate into a welcome opportunity to
clarify a general issue of linguistics, the definition of a dialect in relation to
a given language. Through other researchers, like, for instance, Ştefan
Ştefănescu (1963, 1965, and, 1971) and Eugen Stănescu (1970), D.
Onciul’s ideas about such matters as the North-Danubian extraction of
Asenid Vlachia were brought up again. Although neither researcher
generated any new valid points or a proper response to the objections
raised by the critics of this theory in the past, their work was fruitful from
the standpoint of the development of a cordial relationship with Bulgarian
historians who tended to accept this thesis.

Still, such a hypothesis did not solve the problem of the entrance of
Vlachia into the discussion. True enough, S. Dragomir (1959) published a
comprehensive study of the Vlachs who lived in the Northern Balkan
Peninsula, but he had conceived it a number of years earlier. All references
to Balkan Romanians disappeared from Romanian history syntheses that
limited themselves to the territory of the contemporary Romanian State.
Finally, a tendency developed to replace the term, “Balkan Romanians“
with the term, “Vlachs“, in order to distinguish them from the so-called
“genuine” Romanians who lived North of the Danube and in Dobrudja.
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Recent years have given rise to important changes in the emphasis of
research. There has been, for instance, a surge in concern for the
integration of the history of the Balkan Romanians into national Romanian
history. In parallel with the appearance of certain cultural products in the
Aromanian dialect and with the republishing of older texts, increasing
efforts are being made to study the past and to present the Balkan
Romanians in a systematic manner.

The result of this interest is giving rise to a great deal of scholarly
activity in regard to Balkan Romanians, both to those in the Balkan
countries, where they are perceived as Vlachs and are distinguished from
the North-Danubian Romanians, and to those in other parts of the world.
Romanian researchers, for instance, have given and are still giving special
attention to the problems faced by the Byzantine Empire Vlachs (E.
Stănescu, 1970; Stelian Brezeanu, 1997; Nicolae-Şerban Tanaşoca, 1974,
1984, 1989, in, E. Stănescu, 1989, and 1997; N.-Ş. Tanaşoca and Anca
Tanaşoca, 1989; Petre Şerban Năsturel 1977-1978), in medieval Serbia,
(N.-Ş. Tanaşoca and A. Tanaşoca, 1994; A. Tanaşoca, 1995), and in the
Ottoman Empire (A. Tanaşoca, 1981). They are also rethinking the place of
the Asenids in Romanian and Southeastern European history (N.-Ş.
Tanaşoca, 1981, 1987, 1989, in, Stănescu, E. 1989, and 1989; St.
Brezeanu, 1997; Sergiu Iosipescu, 1916), as well as the place of the
Aromanians in Romanian general history (Neagu Djuvara et al. 1996). New
evidence has been brought to light (Şerban Papacostea, 1983), and the
older attestations of the Romanity of the Balkan Romanians have been
studied in the contexts of research aimed at the generation of historical
synthesis (Adolf Armbruster, 1977). Linguistics experts have studied the
dialects of the Romanian language, M. Caragiu-Marioţeanu (1975, 1993),
Gh. Carageani (1987, 1988, 1991, 1993), N. Saramandu (1984), E.
Scărlătoiu (1979, 1980, 1991, 1992, 1998), and Haralambie Mihăescu
(1966, 1993). Special attention has been and is being devoted to the study
of musical and artistic folklore, as well as to the customs and the
ethnography of Balkan Romanians (P. Marcu, H. Stahl, Paul Petrescu,
Irina Nicolau, and L. Marcu).

To summarize and to briefly describe the main features and tendencies
of Romanian research on Balkan Romanians, the following ideas emerge:

With few exceptions, Romanian scholars have always considered that
research on the history, the language, and the culture of Balkan
Romanians – or Vlachs, as they are called by the peoples among whom
they live and in the sources about them – is part and parcel of research in
Romanian studies in general, including historical, linguistic, and culture
studies. At the same time, Romanian scholars recognize that the destiny of
the South-Danubian Romanian people was different from that of the
North-Danubian Romanians.

At first, the Romanian scholars active in the domain of Balkan
Romanity attempted to clarify all the issues related to Romanian medieval
state creation and ethnogenesis, as well as all those linked to the origins of
the forms of culture and civilization in which the spiritual lives of the
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ancient Daco-Romanians developed. Later on, they began to study Balkan
Romanity in and for itself, as a major Balkan reality, knowledge of which
would be useful to scholars in obtaining a better understanding of the life
in the Peninsula as a whole. Although some subjective tendencies in the
past influenced the study of this question, Romanian scholarship has
constantly attempted to be as objective as possible in its efforts. Research
was never called upon to provide justifications for political expansion in
the Balkans.

At the same time, it is necessary to admit that despite all the successful
research undertaken in this direction, a full corpus of sources on Balkan
Romanians has not yet been developed, at least not in terms of
historiography and of historical linguistics. A need remains for a set of
comprehensive working instruments (bibliographies, lexicons, and
cartographic works) and a synthesis measuring up to contemporary
academic standards regarding this question.

3. Tendencies in Foreign Research on Balkan Romanians
Western humanist historical writing, the roots of which can be found in
Byzantine historical writing, has also, in its turn, been interested in
Balkan Romanians, the Vlachs mentioned in various sources, who blended
their fate with that of Byzantium and of the Balkan Peninsula Slavs. The
Vlachs appear to have been equally involved in peaceful as well as in
conflicting relationships with the Constantinople Latin Empire and with
the Levantine Frankish groups. Foreign travellers encountered them
throughout the Ottoman Empire. The Balkan Vlachs drew the attention to
Southeastern Europe of humanist researchers who felt the need to define
the ethnic individuality and the origin of these people, without making
them the focus of any special works.

Byzantine and Western humanist historiography display the incipient
elements of certain theories regarding the ethnic individuality and the
origins of the Balkan Peninsula Vlachs that have been further developed in
modern academic histories.

By virtue of a classicizing and archaizing tendency, Byzantine
historians designated the Vlachs according to names derived from ancient
literary models: Dacos, Getae, Moesians. These names corresponded to the
provinces in which the Vlachs had been known to live, which in their turn
were also given archaizing names. Thus Vlachs were designated as Dacos,
if they inhabited what had been known as Dacia, and Moesians, if they
lived in what had been known as ancient Moesia. In addition to these
archaizing names, frequent use was made of the usual and colloquial term,
Vlachoi, an equivalent of the previously mentioned archaizing words, which
covered both South and North-Danubian Romanians. This method was
used, for instance, by Nicetas Choniates, the historian of the Asenid
uprising.

In order to be less pedantic, Western humanist historical writing
preferred to use such terms as Blaci, Blachi, or Valachi, obviously
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borrowed from the Byzantine environment, where crusaders had their first
contacts with Balkan Romanians. Often enough, so-called corrupt words,
such as Blasci, Blacti, etc., came to be used because of lack of a direct
knowledge of local realities. French chroniclers of the Fourth Crusade
adjusted these terms to their national language – old French – and the
result was Blas, Blac, Blascois, next to which corrupt forms also appear in
some of the works of later writers.

According to most scholars, the word, Vlach, used by Byzantine writers
to designate Romanians, is of Slavic origin. But even in the case of the
Slavs, it was the result of a loan from Old German – wolch/wloch. Indeed,
the Byzantine Empire may have taken the term directly from the Germanic
peoples. Successively borrowed by all the peoples who came into contact
with the Romanians in Southeastern Europe and adapted to the phonetic
systems of the various languages to be found there, the ethnonym, Vlachs,
initially designated the Latin language citizens of the Roman Empire and,
in general, the speakers of all Romance languages. In their turn, Italians
were named in Slavic languages and in Hungarian with words from the
same family: vlasi, olaszok (the Hungarian olahok = Romanians). By virtue
of its use, the term, Vlachs, used to designate Romanians, indicates that
users of the term were aware of the Romanity of the people concerned, and
later, of the individuality of the Vlachs among Romanic peoples. At the
same time, the fact that this term was used to designate both North- and
South-Danubian Romanians is an indication of an awareness of a unity
common to all the groups of Romanians in Southeastern Europe.

This awareness was expressed in the Eleventh Century by Kinnamos,
who considered that Romanians were Italian colonists. In the Fifteenth
Century, Laonikos Chalcocondyles, knowing of the Italic roots of
Romanians, also asserted his belief in the unity of Romanians from Dacia
to the Pindus and admitted that he was incapable of saying where the
initial homeland really lay, South or North of the Danube.

Western humanist historical writing adopted this view not only as a
result of the contacts of individual writers with Byzantine scholars, but
also as the result of direct links with Romanians living North and South of
the Danube, made possible by the Papacy and its attempts at
proselytizing. In the later exchanges between Pope Innocent III and Ioniţă
(Kaloyan) at the end of the Twelfth and the beginning of the Thirteenth
Centuries, the Balkan Romanians were viewed as successors to the
Romans, an idea that was turned into an instrument of pressure by both
parties. In the one case, the idea was intended to serve the cause of
Catholic conversion, and in the other, that of the recognition of the
sovereignty of the Asenid State.

Evidence of the Romanity of the Balkan Romanians was frequently
manifested throughout the centuries. For instance, the Ninth Century
testimony of Dioclea’s presbyter perceived the Dalmatian coast
“Mavrovlachs” or “Morlachs“ as “Latini Nigri”. In the case of Seventeenth
Century classic Byzantinology, particularly a specific reference to Charles
Du Fresne Du Cange (1657) and his comments on Geoffroy de
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Villehardouin’s chronicle, a remark can be found according to which
Vlachs, including Ioniţă and his people, were of Roman origin, exactly what
Byzantine writers and the previously mentioned pontifical correspondence
assumed to be the case.

Western and Byzantine humanist writers were not the only writers who
were aware of the Romanic origins and the Romanian ethnic identity of the
Balkan Vlachs. There was also, for instance, Johannes Lucius Dalmata
(Ivan Lučić), a Croat humanist in Trau, a Seventeenth Century Slav, who
maintained direct contacts with Balkan Romanians. He devoted a special
chapter to them in his work on the Kingdom of Croatia and Dalmatia
(1966) and was keen about their Romanic origins, citing not only their
(Romanic) language, but other supporting evidence taken from the
pontifical correspondence with Ioniţă and from the works of various
Byzantine writers. Another important point made by Lučić was that not
only King Ioniţă of the Vlachs and Bulgarians was a Balkan Romanic, but
also John Hunyady, the regent of Hungary. The theory that the South-
Danubian Romanians and the Romanians of ancient Dacia were one and
the same was so deeply rooted in Lučić’s mind that he was one of the first
humanists to suggest that former Dacia should be repopulated with the
descendants of those Romanians who had been taken prisoner by the
Bulgarians after the latter had conquered Moesia. Later portions of this
study will return to other aspects of Lučić’s interpretation of the word,
Vlach.

Unlike the case of Western humanist historiography that makes
frequent mention of Romanians and of the Romanity of their language,
Byzantine historical writing makes very few references to Vlach Romanity
despite the large number of writings in Greek. This situation is all the
more surprising in that the Romanians themselves, as mentioned above,
did not call themselves Vlachs, but only Romanians, in the known
dialectal variants of their language.

Byzantine writers alleged that the Romanians began to call themselves
Vlachs to mask the fact of their “barbarization”. This implication, which
also arose because of the paucity of information about Vlach origins, has a
simple ideological explanation. It is known that the Byzantine authorities
considered themselves to be Romaioi, Romans, the only legitimate
perpetuators of the Roman Empire. The Latinophone element in the
Empire, finding itself in an endemic state of conflict with the Greek
element, was not looked upon kindly. As the Empire was gradually
Hellenized, Latin Romanics were viewed as a factor of papal subversion.
The problem became more complicated as Rome, on the one hand, and
Constantinople, on the other hand, claimed the right of ecclesiastic rule
over Illyria. After the ethnic Hellenization of the Byzantine Empire had
been fully completed and the Romanic mass torn off its body as a result of
the Slavic invasion, their settlement in the North of the Balkan Peninsula
followed by that of the Bulgarians, Constantinople conceded the existence
of the Romanics, the Romanians, and the Vlachs, allowing them to be
shepherded by the Slavic church. In the Eleventh Century, when the
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Romanians, renamed Vlachs, found themselves once again inside the
borders of the Empire, they were perceived by Byzantium as an ethnic
group the members of which did not belong to the Empire and which acted
as a barbarian carrier of Slavonic culture. The fact that Ioniţă’s Romanians
were converted to Catholicism, after negotiations during which the idea of
Vlach ethnic Romanity played a key role, could not help but develop in the
Byzantine mind the idea that an assertion of Romanian Romanity reflected
a diminished commitment to the Empire.

On the contrary, through the efforts of writers, such as the Eleventh
Century Kekaumenos, one witnesses, for the first time in Byzantine
historical writing, a tendency to question the Romanity of the Vlachs. The
above-mentioned author is the first to speak of the Daco and Bessic origins
of the Vlachs, considering them to be permanent potential rebels against a
Roman Empire that, in the meantime, had been Hellenized and that had
been previously ruled by Trajan, none other than the Emperor who had
defeated Decebalus. However, one should observe that Byzantine thinkers
did not feel the need to draw up a scholarly theory of the non-Romanic
origins of the Balkan or of the North-Danubian Romanians. They limited
themselves either to neglecting the Romanic origin of the Romanians and
its possible political implications, or to harshly criticizing them and putting
them into an extremely bad light. The same attitude toward the ethnic or
linguistic Romanity of the neo-Latin peoples of Western Europe, the same
tendency to “barbarize” them and to view them as objects of principled
hostility, can be found throughout Byzantine historical writing. In the
Byzantine vision of things, the case of the Romanians was not unique
among that of Romanics as a whole.

The traditional humanist view of the ethnic identity of the Romanity of
the North- and South-Danubian Romanians dominated scholarly thinking,
with a few exceptions like those cited above, until the Nineteenth Century.
Not even the Eighteenth Century opponents of Romanian continuity in
ancient Dacia (J. C. Engel, 1794; J. C. Eder, 1791; F. J. Sulzer, 1781-
1782) or the Nineteenth Century ones (W. Thomaschek, 1868, 1881; R.
Roesler, 1871; P. Hunfalvy. 1883, 1887, etc.) ever thought of questioning
these traditional truths. The controversy surrounding the Transylvanian
School and Romanian historiography and historical writing only focused
on the possible location of the original Romanian homeland, which the
supporters of continuity placed both North and South – or only North – of
the Danube, while its opponents thought it to be exclusively South of the
Danube.

At the same time, the Nineteenth Century witnessed such a powerful
assertion of modern national states and cultures that it is considered to
have been the “century of nationalities”. If, to Romanians, the Nineteenth
Century brought about the union of the two Principalities into a unitary
state as well as the beginning of the political unification and the winning of
state independence for the Balkan peoples, the Slavs and the Greeks, the
same Century witnessed the rebirth of their independent political
existences, the reestablishment of states that had been suppressed by the
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Ottoman conquest, and a cultural assertion in the modern and national
languages of these peoples. In forms that cannot be closely examined in
this study, the Yugoslav peoples, the Bulgarians, and the Greeks gave free
rein – each one in its own way – to the Romantic stream of thought that
accompanied national movements all over Europe.

According to the Romantic credo, each nation is the embodiment of a
metaphysical and eternal principle, as well as of a national idea, while the
history of each nation is the organic development of this spiritual entity at
the earthly level. The writing of history is called upon to expose the
national soul of this development and to provide national self-
consciousness to each and every nation, thus enhancing its assertion in
the contemporary world. Conceived along these lines, Romanticized history
made an undisputed contribution to the assertion of modern national
cultures and to the stimulation of the so-called constructive impetus of
peoples organized in the new forms of national and democratic states. At
the same time, it also distorted, to some extent, the image of the past held
by given peoples, who described themselves through modern, national,
and democratic visions of the concepts of state and culture.

Romanticized history may have been more distorting in the Balkan
Peninsula than elsewhere for a number of reasons. On the one hand, the
all-around level of education and culture following the Ottoman
domination was rather low. On the other hand, there were certain specific
circumstances, such as the existence of an imperial Byzantine-like state
form in the medieval past of the Balkan peoples and ethnic
interpenetration in the Peninsula, as a result of which each national state
had its allogeneic minorities. In such conditions (but with a few
honourable exceptions), Greek, Bulgarian, and Serbian historians have
tended to nationalize the embodiments of the old empires and czardoms to
be found in the past of their nations, over-exalting their political structures
at the peaks of their extension and crediting them with an ethnic
homogeneity that they certainly did not have. They also tried to hide the
presence of minorities within their territorial perimeters and to diminish
the historical contributions of the latter to the common life of the
Peninsula. The result has been a number of historiographic wars carried
out in parallel with armed struggles at the beginning of the Twentieth
Century by the Balkan states liberated from Ottoman rule.

The ways in which the history and the languages of the Balkan
Romanians were described during these years represent a typical case of
the sorts of Balkan excesses perpetrated by Romanticism. One by one, the
Yugoslavs, the Greeks, and the Bulgarians, followed by the Albanians in
the Twentieth Century, questioned and dissembled the Romanian
presence in their countries and history. In order to preserve the organic
homogeneity of their ethnic contents and to avoid wronging their national
tutelary geniuses, they tried through various means to remove the
inconvenient Vlachs from their history. Of course, there were networks of
Romanian schools and Romanian national churches which, according to
the statesmen of Balkan bourgeois national countries, could serve to
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encourage the assertion of a Romanian national minority viewed as a
potential instrument of the Romanian State and at all moments as an
allogeneic factor that was all the more suspect as it tended to manifest
itself actively in the economic and cultural lives of the host countries.

Starting with the work of Konstantinos Koumas (1832), Greek historical
writing, for instance, questioned the Romanity of those Vlachs inhabiting
Greece and considered them to be nothing but Romanized Hellenes. This
theory, later adopted by other scholars, was systematized in an extreme
and easy to attack form by a cultivated Greek archaeologist, Antonios
Keramopoulos (1939), in the 1930s and, in recent times, it became the
quasi-official version of the treatment of the origins of the Aromanians in
the writings of Greek history. This view was adopted in spite of the fact
that a whole number of historians and philologists, such as Konstantinos
Paparigopoulos (1885), Panaiotis Aravantinos (1905), and Nikolaos Veis,
had favoured the similarity of ethnic identity on the part of Romanians and
Aromanians and had defined the Aromanian idioms as dialects of the
Romanian language. Nevertheless, the situation evolved so far that it has
become currently possible for certain Greek philologists, such as Achileas
Lazarou (1986) (given the insufficient development of Romanian linguistics
in Greece) to claim that the Aromanian dialect of Greece comes from Old
Greek or that the influence of the Greek language caused such structural
changes in the dialect as to eliminate its Romanic character. But Greek
historians do not question the Romanic character of the Vlachs living
outside the real or ideal national territory of the Greek state and do not try
to explain the identity of the ethnic name, Vlachs, given by the Greeks to
all Romanians, not only to the Aromanians.

Bulgarian historical writing and historiography too have tried to
completely remove Romanians from the medieval history of Bulgaria. The
father of modern Bulgarian historical writing, the verbose compiler, Paisij
Hilandarski (1972), still felt the need to explain the unbelievable situation
described by the sources – i.e., that the Asenids were perceived as Vlachs
rather than as Bulgarians because the two brothers, John and Peter Asen,
had lived for a long time in Walachia and were consequently called Vlachs
by their fellow countrymen – his successors did not bother to make such
efforts. However, Marin Drinov (1915), the first critical Bulgarian historian,
while admitting that Romanians took part in the Asenid uprising, lived in
the Haemus region, and contributed to the restoration of the Czardom,
denied, yet without being able to cite any evidence whatsoever, the ethnic
origin of the dynasty as stated by the sources, claiming that the Asenids
could have had any ethnic origin but Romanian.

Generally speaking, Bulgarian historical writing takes over, exaggerates,
and develops a set of theories that were advanced by Constantin Jireček
(1879, 1901-1904, 1912), for whom the designation, Vlach, in Medieval
sources is not a mere etymon designating Romanians, but also a socio-
professional term meaning shepherd. Moreover, Jireček (1876) supported
the thesis of the Bulgarian origin of the Asenid dynasty. Another source of
inspiration is Feodor Uspenskij (1879), whose thesis was that, out of sheer
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hostility toward the Bulgarians, Byzantine writers overlooked them,
choosing instead to write about the Vlachs.

Through the works of scholars such as Vasil Zlatarski (1933, 1934,
1940) and Petăr Mutafčiev (1928, 1932), these theories became dogmas of
Bulgarian historiography. In the debate between Bulgarian and Romanian
historians on this topic, the latter were and still are accused by the former
of chauvinism and Romanian, anti-Bulgarian imperialism simply because
they try to defend the veracity of the sources that attest the important part
played by the Romanians in the restoration of the Czardom. Not even the
deliberate choice of a materialistic conception of history, following the
Second World War, succeeded in changing the position of Bulgarian
historiography in this respect. On the contrary, Bulgarian historians have
frequently thought that they could identify, with reference to historical
materialism, further ideological elements capable of supporting their
position and have criticized either the bourgeois nationalism or the
unscientific spirit of Romanian and other foreign historians who have
preferred to remain faithful to the written sources and to support the
special importance of Romanian participation in the anti-Byzantine
uprising at the end of the Twelfth Century, as well as the Romanian ethnic
origins of the Asenids. Not even a medievalist such as Borislav Primov
(1971) who, having been inspired by the research of the Soviet historian,
Ghenadi G. Litavrin (1960), aimed at a fair criticism of both Bulgarian and
Romanian scholarly literature on this issue, managed to rid himself of
certain traditional and national prejudices and to avoid the unwarranted
ideologizing tendency already mentioned in his evaluation of the sources
and of the secondary literature that both parties devoted to this matter.

Recent Bulgarian historical writing is characterized by a recrudescence
of the tendency to deny credit to the Romanians for the restoration of the
Bulgarian Czardom. Historians like Vasil Gjuzelev (1989) and Ivan Božilov
(1980, 1985), who utterly ignore the source data and the works of modern
and contemporary scholars having addressed the problem, accuse
Romanian scholars of tampering with the sources. Gjuzelev and Božilov
question both the competence and the probity of foreign researchers whose
opinions support the Romanian point of view. Others, like Genoveva
Cankova-Petkova (1978) and Dimităr Angelov (1984), merely overlook the
valid points made by Romanian historians and refer to the works of Vasil
Zlatarski (1933, 1934, 1940), P. Mutafčiev (1928, 1932), P. Nikov (1937),
and B. Primov (1971) as if they had irrevocably settled the matter of the
participation of Romanians in the restoration of the Czardom. Ivan Dujčev
(1942, 1985) suggests that the Romanian viewpoint was only expressed in
certain works of “popularization”.

A forthcoming academic treatise on Bulgarian history rejects as
unsupported by the sources, as unscientific, the view held by Romanian
historians who – without denying the Bulgarian role, particularly the
function of the Bulgarian imperial traditional ideology and the importance
of the Bulgarian Church in the restoration of the Czardom – have
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attempted to read the sources dating back to that time and to discuss the
Romanian contribution to this event.

The objections of scholars from outside the Balkan Peninsula to such
Bulgarian historical writing have been strong and constant, beginning in
the Nineteenth Century and continuing to the present day. Nineteenth
Century Russian Byzantinologist, Vasili Vassilevsky (1879), and Austrian
historian, Constantin von Höfler (1879), as well as contemporary American
historian, Robert Lee Wolff (1949), Francis Dvornik (1968), a Czech
historian of the Slav world, and the Russian scholar, G. G. Litavrin (1960,
1972, 1985), have taken positions of varying intensity against the alleged
exaggerations of Bulgarian historians, coming closer to the Romanian
position as synthesised by N. Bănescu (1943). Bulgarian scholars,
however, have never taken these objections seriously, not even to the
extent of attempting a rejection by means of proper counter-arguments.

It is a simple matter to identify the inconsistencies in and the
incoherence of the ways in which, out of sheer nationalist prejudice,
Bulgarian historians try hard to remove Romanians from the past of their
own people. Thus, they sometimes recognize the ethnic meaning of the
word, Vlach, but they will consider that if it does not always designate
Bulgarians, it does not designate Romanians either. They only do this,
however, in the cases of those Vlachs who are identified as having lived
outside medieval Bulgaria, in Thessaly, or North of the Danube. They feel
no need to say anything about the criteria by which, when interpreting the
same texts, they decide if the focus is to lie on the ethnic or on the socio-
professional meaning of the term.

In keeping with this totally arbitrary procedure, Vlachs are Romanians,
when the aim is to prove that the Bulgarian Czardom included the
Romanian territories lying North of the Danube, but they became Moesian
Bulgarians, when the aim is to show that Romanians did not participate in
the Asenid uprising and to deny the Romanian origin of the dynasty. Yet
the sources for that period claim that the Asenids were Vlachs. Sometimes,
indeed, there have been times when Bulgarian historians have simply
avoided any reference to the word, Vlach, in regard to their territories,
deleting it from the sources that they quote. One should also add that in
Bulgarian academic studies, such distortions of the historical truth about
Balkan Romanity could easily occur because of the poor development of
Romanian studies in Bulgaria, a situation giving rise to similar
exaggerations about the Romanian language and its Balkan dialects.

The views on Balkan Romanity that have been held by Yugoslav
academics have been somewhat more flexible. On the one hand, they
promoted studies in Romance languages through a school of linguistics
the achievements of which have been impressive, as, for instance, in the
case of the work of such a scholar as Petar Skok (1918). The Yugoslavs
also developed a comprehensive school of Balkan historical geography –
the so-called Jovan Cvijic School (1918) – which, in its turn, promoted a
large number of field studies and a general open-mindedness in the
approach to all research, including that focusing on ethnic minorities.
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Unlike in Greece or in Bulgaria, the general academic level has been high,
and the aspiration to objectivity, accordingly, strong. For Yugoslav
scholars, Balkan Romanians are a linguistic, ethnographic, sociological,
and historical concern, but not one that might necessarily be a point of
divergence with Romanian historiography and linguistics or with other
scientific/academic schools. Yugoslav academics have made an important
contribution to the understanding of the role and the social, political, and
legal status of the Vlachs in the currently extinct Western Romanian
group. They have also made contributions to the study of Ottoman Empire
Vlachs and of their status. In addition, they have made significant
contributions to research on the Megleno-Romanian and Aromanian
dialects. Serbian historian, Duśan Popović (1937), is the author of a
memorable and, in its own way, exemplary work – O Cincarima – on the
Aromanian role in the economic life of Serbia. He proved that, along with
the Greeks, Aromanians played a critical role in the beginning of the
modern history of Serbia, when the bourgeois economy emerged and began
to develop. D. Popović is also the author of some outstanding pages on the
Aromanian contribution to the development of all the Balkan peoples
among whom they mixed and by whom the Aromanians were eventually
assimilated. Finally, recent research on the Vlachs in Yugoslavia was
assisted by the holding, periodically, of international symposia organized
under the aegis of the Bosnian Academy.

However, there is a problem in the attempted solution of which even
Yugoslav scholars have been somewhat influenced by a historiographical
Romanticism pervaded by certain nationalist prejudices. This problem
concerns the ethnic identity of the Vlachs in old Serbia as well as the
semantic value of the term, Vlach, in medieval sources. All Yugoslav
historians recognize references in the sources to the initial existence of
certain Balkan Romanics called Vlachs. They agree that the very word,
Vlach, is indicative of the Romanity of these old Balkan inhabitants.

Croatian historians, writing at the turn of the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries, such as Franjo Rački (1881), Vjekoslav Klaić (1897, 1899-1911,
1901), and Radoslav Lopašić (1890, 1894) claim that “Vlachs are native
inhabitants, Latins or Romanized Illyrians, who underwent slavicization”.
Stojan Novaković recognizes the initial Romanic origin of Vlachs, but
thinks that they were able to maintain this identity for only a very short
time after the arrival of the Slavs. For P. Skok (1918), the Vlachs initially
were Romanic shepherds living in hamlets. Milenko Filipović (1963), an
outstanding ethnologist in present day Yugoslavia, also recognizes the
existence of local Romanics, called Vlachs, who later underwent
Slavicization when coming into contact with the Serbs. He asserts that
they pervaded the toponymy with traces of their Romanity (1973,
published 1983, p. 154). The contemporary researcher, Vasa Čubrilović
(1983, pp. 153-154), gives the following definition of a Vlach:

In the first centuries when Slavs settled in the Balkans, a Vlach was
somebody based in the Peninsula, who spoke a Romanic language
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and usually lived in the mountains, where he raised cattle.
Throughout the years, Vlachs spread all over the Peninsula and were
subject to Slavicization.

But what most Yugoslav historians identify, when referring to the
Vlachs mentioned in the Croat and Serbian medieval sources, are the
Vlachs who are ascribed a status of their own in Yugoslav medieval
political structures. Thus, these historians view Vlachs as a social category
rather than as an ethnic group. Drawing upon his authority in Serbian
modern history, S. Novaković (1891, 1911, 1912) launched and imposed
the view that the name Vlach or Vlaski designated a people who inhabited
the Balkans prior to the arrival of the Slavs. This name, he argued, was
given to Balkan shepherds by the Goths or by other Germanic populations.
The Serbs accepted the term and its “economic rather that ethnic”
meaning as a sort of legacy. Novaković states that the word marks not so
much the ethnic group as the condition and life style of nomadic
shepherds, as opposed to that of settled farmers. According to him, in
Serbian medieval documents, Vlachs are always perceived as shepherds
and never as a non-Slavic ethnic group. Therefore he thinks that, as early
as the Thirteenth Century, the word, Vlach, designated a social category
irrespective of ethnic origin, rather than an ethnic group. Almost all
Yugoslav historians have accepted this theory, even if some of them have
added some critical caveats to it.

Yugoslav historians have not reached full consensus about the
relationship between the Romanic population found by the Slavs and
called Vlachs and the later social category, including Romanics, who did
not undergo Slavicization and possibly other non-Romanic ethnic
elements. Even the personal opinions of various students of this matter
give proof of a certain evolution through time, reflecting greater or lesser
degrees of hesitation. P. Skok (1918) and M. Filipović (1963) clearly state
that the term, Vlach, in its socio-professional acceptation, was derived
from Romanics by those Slavs who, while living by means of transhumant
shepherding and carting, also had military duties as “vojniks”. Turkologist,
Branislav Djurdjev (1963, pp. 143-149), distinguishes between Slavicized
Vlachs, in the Ottoman Empire, who were former Romanics, and Slav
Vlachs, a social category with no Romanic origins. It is generally assumed
that the disappearance of the ethnic meaning of the word, Vlach,
happened before the Fourteenth Century and that there were few cases –
only in certain regions – when it occurred at a later date.

The somewhat different positions of Yugoslav and of Bulgarian
historical writing and historiography are also evident in the way that the
former recognize the persistence, in parallel with a socio-professional
meaning, of an ethnic significance in the word, Vlach. However, they limit
this significance to regions outside the historical territory of medieval
Serbia. For instance, they perceive the medieval Vlachs as Romanians.
They also grant an ethnic significance to Vlachs from other groups than
Western Romanians who formed social strata on Yugoslav soil.
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Aromanians, for example, are recognized as ethnic Vlachs and are also
known as cincars, unlike the others. The same goes for Istro-Romanians as
well as for North-Danubian Romanians and their further ramifications in
the Serbian Banat.

It is also necessary to mention that there were and still are in Yugoslav
historical writing voices of scholars such as Ivan Božic (1983a, 1983b) who
asserts the ethnic identity of Balkan Vlachs with Romanians, but views the
Vlachs as a social category reflecting the mere survival of an organizational
form typical of an ethnic group that was later denationalized. This view is
shared by historians who, without questioning the socio-professional
evolution of the word, Vlach, in the Yugoslav region, stress that this is a
survival rather than an extension of meaning that entailed semantic
mutation, i.e., the complete Slavicization of Vlachs, to be more specific, at
a time very close to the present. This view is compatible with other
historical evidence, such as accounts written by foreign travellers in the
Balkans.

To sum up, foreign scholars during the age of humanism who did
research on Balkan Romanity reached an almost complete consensus that
Balkan Romanians represented Balkan branches of the Romanian people,
i.e., people having a Romanic (Romance) unitary language and a common
Thracian-Roman origin. Many scholars, even those in the Balkan
Peninsula, perceived the neighbouring Vlachs as Romanians who must
have come from ancient Dacia. However, in the Nineteenth Century,
mainly because of certain ideological prejudices, the ethnic character of
the Romanic origin and identity of Vlachs with the North-Danubian
Romanians was more or less skilfully questioned. The efforts to do so
involved source manipulation and tampering, as well as low level, albeit
heated, arguments and disputes. The debate focused on the word, Vlach,
as found in medieval sources in a way that denied its ethnic implications.
Only socio-professional implications were accepted.

To prove this hypothesis, only two arguments have been used: the
authority of Seventeenth Century Lucius Dalmata, who mentioned that, in
his time, Vlachs had become a synonym for shepherd, but did not forget to
specify the Romanic origin of a population predominantly channelled into
a certain profession; the second argument is a vague indication left by
Anna Comnena and taken out of its context, which seemed to authorize
the identification of nomadic shepherds with the Vlachs. Two important
points were ignored: the considerable Romanic population known as
Vlachs, living in the Peninsula and speaking Romanian language dialects,
as well as the whole mass of historical sources that attest the presence,
until very recently, of a Balkan Romanian population in a region in which
it can no longer be found today. One can also observe that in most cases,
Balkan country historians who do recognize the ethnic relevance of the
word, Vlach, do so only when designating regions in the Peninsula other
than the real or ideal territories of their respective states. The Greeks, in
the case of the Bulgarian Vlachs; the Serbs, in the case of the Bulgarian
and the Greek Vlachs; the Bulgarians, in the case of the Greek Vlachs.
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Moreover, nobody has ventured to explain the mystery by which the term
Vlach or Vlasis was able to retain its ethnic designation, that was obviously
undisputed in all Balkan languages, for the North-Danubian Romanians.

The narrowly nationalistic vision of research on Balkan Romanity has
thus led to distortions of the objective truth. Objective truth can only be
reached by going beyond this view and by examining the semantic value of
the word, Vlach, in a general Balkan perspective. When juxtaposed,
irrespective of their origins or categories, all sources – whether diplomatic
or narrative, Eastern, Byzantine, or Western – speak with one voice and
certify the unity of the Vlach phenomenon throughout the Peninsula and
North of the Danube, i.e., the space and time of the unity of Carpathian-
Danubian-Balkan Romanity. The corroboration of historical with linguistic
data, as well as with the results of interdisciplinary research, only
strengthens this conclusion.

It is possible, easy, and desirable to find a way out of the deadlock
created by the narrowly nationalist perspective of research on Balkan
Romanity. This possibility is proven by the work of scholars who, living
outside the Balkan Peninsula, were not influenced by old prejudices and
political suspicions which, although historically explainable, are out of
place. Good co-operation among all scholars in Balkan and non-Balkan
countries is vital in order to carry out research on an ethnic group which,
to a great extent and according to all indications, is about to become
extinct. Drawing up a history of Balkan Romanity is not only a question of
making a contribution to the history of the Balkan people, but also one of
tracing the fate of the Roman factor in the history of the Peninsula. The
role of this factor should provide both unity in diversity and a Balkan
specificity.

B. THE “ROMANIAN PROBLEM” IN THE MIDDLE AGES – THE HISTORICAL
MEANING OF THE KINGDOM OF VLACHS AND BULGARIANS

At the end of the Twelfth and into the beginning of the Thirteenth Century,
Southeastern Europe became the theatre of fierce military and political
conflicts during which the political map of the area experienced many
sweeping changes. This period witnessed the crisis of Byzantine rule over
the Balkan Peninsula, the dissolution of imperial authority, and the
assertion of local political structures that were autonomous or even
independent in regard to the central power of the Basileus. Byzantium was
conquered and sacked in 1204 as a result of the Fourth Crusade.
Constantinople thus became the center of a new empire – the Constantinople
Latin Empire – that would last until 1261. At the same time, a number of
Catholic and Western European (Frankish) political structures were
durably established in the Balkan territories of the Byzantine Empire.
Serbia made a powerful show of its vigour under the Nemanyids,
developing as an independent state. But the most important event in
Balkan history of that time was, of course, the restoration of the Bulgarian
Czardom that had been destroyed by John Zimisces and Basil II
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Bulgaroktonos at the end of the Tenth and the beginning of the Eleventh
Centuries.

A former competitor of Byzantium, Bulgaria underwent a resurgence in
Southeastern Europe, reaching the apogée of its power and of its territorial
expansion under John Asen II (1218-1241). This Second Czardom lasted
until the Ottoman conquest.

As part of the offensive of the Catholic West toward the East, the
Hungarian Kingdom asserted not only its power, but also a clear tendency
to expand in the Balkans, particularly to subjugate the Southern Slavs.
Aroused by the resurgence of Bulgaria, which they actually helped bring
about, the Cumans dominated the military scene in Southeastern Europe
from an area North of the Danube. They threatened the whole Balkan
Peninsula with devastating incursions until the middle of the Thirteenth
Century, when their place was taken by the Tartars.

Romanians also played a part in these times of unrest. The end of the
Twelfth and the beginning of the Thirteenth Centuries witnessed the first
and the most significant political manifestation of the Romanian people
before the Romanian feudal states were established in former Dacia. What
is evoked by this statement is the series of actions that led to the
restoration of the Bulgarian Czardom. It is known that the initiators of the
insurrection that triggered the Bulgarian restoration were the leaders of a
Balkan–Vlach–Romanian community of shepherds – three brothers, Peter
and John Asen, and Ioniţă (Kaloyan) - who rose up in 1185 against
Byzantine rule because of its harsh fiscal policies and excessive
centralism.

According to the documents of the time, the Balkan state established by
the Asenids, as they are usually, albeit wrongly, named in works of
historical writing, was known as the Kingdom of Bulgarians and Vlachs or,
according to the official name given by the Pope, Regnum Bulgarorum et
Blacorum. On 8 November 1204, Ioniţă was crowned as Bulgarian and
Romanian King (rex Bulgarorum et Blacorum) by Pope Innocent III, acting
through Cardinal Leon de Santa Croce. On 7 November 1204, the same
cardinal consecrated Basil of Târnovo as Primate of the Bulgarian and
Romanian Church (primas Bulgarorum et Blacorum ecclesiae). The
Romanian and Bulgarian Kingdom was a political and ethnic reality for the
Western chroniclers of the time. The point at which this political structure
turned into a Bulgarian Czardom (the second time such a thing happened),
was relatively late, in 1241, the year of the death of John Asen II. At this
point, references to Romanians were dropped, and they vanished from the
spotlight.

Certain Bulgarian researchers, however, have not only denied the
participation of Romanians in the events preceding the restoration of the
Second Czardom, or their leading role in the anti-Byzantine insurrection
which assisted the reestablishment of the Bulgarian state, but have
questioned their very existence in the Balkan Peninsula. In opposition to a
profusion of attestations and to the mentioning of Vlachs and Romanians
in all the sources of the period, be they Byzantine, Western, or Eastern,
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those who have opposed the idea of a Romanian contribution to the
establishment of the Second Czardom have only been able to marshal one
argument that has to be carefully considered.

According to this argument, the designations, “Vlach” and “Romanian”,
were not synonymous. “Vlach” was not an ethnic synonym for “Romanian”,
but a word with a socio-professional meaning, designating all Balkan
shepherds, regardless of ethnic origin. Thus, the Vlachs were Bulgarian
shepherds living in the North of the Balkan Peninsula, while Vlachia was
the region they inhabited in the Northern part of Bulgaria. Carrying this
argument further, the three brothers, Peter and John Asen, and Ioniţă,
were supposed to be Bulgarians, Bulgaro-Cumans, or, according to certain
scholars, even Russian Cumans living in the Northern part of the Balkan
Peninsula.

There have been very few cases in the analysis of historical evidence in
which such a richly and clearly documented reality has been so grossly
misconstrued through fallacious and/or sophistic interpretations, as in the
case of Romanian participation in the establishment of the Second
Bulgarian Czardom. Romanian and foreign researchers have proven
without doubt that, in the Byzantine and Eastern European sources of the
time, the term, Vlach, was an ethnonym, just like Bulgarian, Cuman,
Hungarian, or Greek. To read the texts is to dispel any doubts in this
regard. In fact, in all Byzantine sources (the most numerous) either
predating the Thirteenth Century or in later texts, the word Vlach has an
unquestionable ethnic meaning. Western and recently even Eastern
(Arabic) sources emphatically confirm this reality. Whether one likes it or
not, one has to accept the reality indicated by the sources: the Asenid
uprising was started by Vlachs, that is, by Romanians.

If, in this respect, things are clear and are only contested because of
inherited prejudices, ill will, or perversity, not to mention a lack of the
sense of history, the geographic origin of the Asenids is more difficult to
locate. The Southern limit of Asenid Vlachia, that Nicetas Choniates, using
an archaizing term, calls Moesia, seems clearly to be the line of the Balkan
Mountains, as attested by all contemporary sources. The description of
military operations carried out by the Byzantine forces against the Vlachs
and the Bulgarians as reflected in Byzantine sources and mainly in Nicetas
Choniates’s chronicle, as well as the description of military operations
carried out by the Latins of Baldwin of Flanders, the Constantinople
Emperor, against the Vlachs and the Cumans, as reflected in Western
sources, especially in the writings of G. de Villehardouin and Robert de
Clari, prove that beyond the range of the Balkan Mountains at the
beginning of the Thirteenth Century, lay the country of the Vlachs.

It is more difficult, however, to establish the Northern border of Asenid
rule. Did it reach across the Danube or dit it not? According to Byzantine
sources, the safest and richest of which obviously is Nicetas Choniates’s
historical work, the Cumans lived North of the Danube and had even
established their center here. Thus, one can infer from Choniates’s text
that Vlachs, i.e., Romanians, could cross the Danube as allies of the
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Cumans and thus bring support to the Asenids. Without questioning the
Romanian presence under the barbarian suzerainty of the steppe Cuman
knights, one can make do with this indication to conclude that the Asenid
Vlachs were Balkan Vlachs who came from the Balkan Mountains and
from the Moesian region lying between the Danube and the Haemus. The
same sources allow one to conclude that the Western limit of the Asenid
Vlachs was somewhere around Vidin, while their Eastern limit was the
Black Sea coast. One cannot be certain that Vlachs were also living in
Dobrudja and that the Asenids ruled over this region as well; however,
Ansbertus, the chronicler of the Third Crusade, evokes the expansion of
Asenid rule to “where the Danube flows into the sea” (Ansbertus, 1928, pp.
15-70). During the period of rule of John Asen II (1218-1241) and more
specifically, at the apogée of his power, Dobrudja was not under his rule,
as certified in the Diploma of Privilege he awarded to Ragusan merchants,
in 1231. Attempts have been made by Romanian and foreign scholars
such as Dimitre Onciul (1899, 1919-1920, 1968), Aloisiu Tăutu (1964),
and Borislav Primov (1971) to place Asenid Vlachia North of the Danube,
either in Oltenia, or in Banat and Oltenia, with a possible extension South
of the river, but none of them have been able to marshal adequate evidence
to prove such an allegation. Therefore, the historical events linked to the
Second Bulgarian Czardom mainly and overwhelmingly involved the
South-Danubian Romanians, the Balkan Vlachs, and not the North-
Danubian Romanians or the Daco-Romanians, about whose participation
there is a lack of any reliable evidence.

What was the position of the group of Asenid Romanians in the general
picture of Eastern Romanity? Here as well, scholars have come up with
different answers. They seem, however, to agree that the Asenid
Romanians were a Romanic (Romanian, to be more specific) group which
distinguished itself from the other known groups of Balkan Romanians.
Consequently, they were different from the Istro-Romanians or the
Western Balkan Romanians, from the Megleno-Romanians and also from
Aromanians or the South-Balkan Romanians. According to Tache
Papahagi (1932), they belonged to the same Romanian branch as the
Daco-Romanians, for this learned linguist considered the Haemus to be
the dividing line between Daco-Romanians and Aromanians. To other
scholars, for instance, Theodor Capidan (1943, 1925-1928), and Petre P.
Panaitescu (1969), the Asenid Romanians were the very likely ancestors of
the Megleno-Romanians, for the latter moved South at a later date. Finally,
S. Dragomir (1959) considers that the Asenid Romanians formed a unity
with the Romanians in the Northwestern Balkan Peninsula. At any rate,
scientists, linguists, and historians alike describe the Asenid Romanians
as an intermediate link among Daco-Romanians.

As for the fate of the Asenid Romanians following the reestablishment of
the Czardom after the mid-Thirteenth Century, when they disappeared
from the written sources, some historians think that they were
denationalized and assimilated by a predominant Bulgarian population
that dominated all the state and cultural traditions in the Czardom. Other
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scholars, such as George Murnu (1984) and more recently, George
Ivănescu (1980), believe that the Asenid Romanians emigrated North of the
Danube to join the Daco-Romanians who had been living in that area for
centuries. This hypothesis, which was introduced into Romanian
historiography by G. Murnu (1984 ed.) and was only superficially studied
by his successors, lacks neither interest nor verisimilitude. Its argument
seems thorough and in concordance with the logic of events.

After Thrace had been conquered by the Byzantine forces, and grounds
for a conflict with the Second Bulgarian Czardom established, the Haemus
Romanians are thought to have been no longer able to take their flocks of
sheep to the rich Thracian pastures for the winter. Thus, they allegedly
began to migrate to the Walachian plain and ended by remaining there.
But again, this proposal is a mere hypothesis, with no specific
documentary evidence to support it.

The movement of the Asenids is expressive of the interests held by a
Romanian group in the Byzantine Empire. The sources enable the
development of a plausible explanation of the phenomenon. At the origin of
the Asenid rebellion was the abusiveness of the Byzantine taxation system,
namely an attempt to impose special taxes on Balkan Romanian
shepherds. According to Choniates, the need for these taxes was triggered
by the huge expenses incurred for the wedding of Emperor Isaac II Angelus
with the daughter of the Hungarian King, Bela IV. A better explanation,
however, is to be found in the heavy military expenses of an Empire forced
to fend off the Normans. Viewed from this angle, the Asenid uprising falls
into a tradition linked to a constant of the relationships between the
Vlachs and the Byzantine authorities.

The Romanians had always attempted to oppose the fiscal demands of
the Empire. In 1066, in an act of solidarity with the Bulgarians and the
Greeks in the region, Romanians in the Thessalian city of Larissa rose up
against the fiscal abuses of Constantinople. The resulting rebellion, a very
serious one, ended up being led, albeit unwillingly, by the archon
(governor) and strategos (general) Niculitsa, Governor of Hellas, who had
actually been ordered to crush it. In 1094, Vlach shepherds in the region
of Moglena, seemingly instigated by the Cumans, refused to pay any
money to the Lavra Athonite Monastery to which Emperor Alexius I
Comnenus had farmed out the collection of taxes in the area. A source
dating back to the end of the Thirteenth Century speaks of bloodshed
during a conflict between the Vlachs in the Boleron Theme and imperial
revenue agents (Maximos Planudes, in, N.-Ş. Tanaşoca, 1974). According
to Georgios Pachymeris, large numbers of well-off Thracian Vlachs in the
Fourteenth Century who owned fine houses and many sheep were
dispossessed by the Emperor and forcibly moved to Asia Minor in a
massive colonization effort motivated by fear of an impending Tartar
invasion and anticipation that the Romanians would side with the
invaders.

The anti-Byzantine response of the Romanians was not simply a
question of a typical conflict arising in opposition to the imperial fiscal
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system. In order to understand the problem, it is necessary to understand
the status of the Romanians inside the Byzantine Empire. By the very
nature of their principal occupation, namely the transhumant herding of
sheep, the Vlachs usually lived in the mountains and were considerably
more mobile than the rest of the population as a direct consequence of
their principal economic activity. Their freedom was accompanied by
certain privileges granted by the imperial power, which are now coming to
be better known thanks to sources derived from the Serbian and the
Ottoman chancelleries (N.-Ş. Tanaşoca and A. Tanaşoca, 1989) that prove
the existence of a number of very old Byzantine practices.

Because of the degree of autonomy of the Vlachs, Benjamin of Tudela,
writing in the Twelfth Century, called them “abasileutoi”, i.e., persons who
were not the Emperor’s subjects. Vlachs were recognized as members of
patriarchal communities of shepherds with their own local governments
and administrations, as well as, within certain limits, their own
jurisdictional powers. Their chieftains had managed to distinguish
themselves – through their wealth and power – from the rest of the
community and had created a type of aristocracy. Since the Vlachs were
permitted to graze their sheep on state pastures, they were required to pay
certain taxes directly to the Emperor, but were exempt from other fiscal
obligations toward the Byzantine state. Similar practices could be found in
Serbia and in the Ottoman Empire involving, not only implied specific
taxes of the kind studied by Germaine Rouillard (1933), but also military
obligations in regard to the state. More precisely, the Vlachs were expected
to guard the mountains to which access was difficult. They were reputed
for their military skills, which was why they frequently joined the
Byzantine army and were thought to be extremely reliable. To them,
serving as soldiers was not only a duty in regard to the Empire, but also a
clear sign of privileged status.

Sources refer to large numbers of Vlachs having joined the Byzantine
Army. In 979, Emperor Basil II appointed Niculitsa “Commander (Archon)
of the Hellas Vlachs” (Kekaumenos), a title suggesting that his command
was actually a military one. At the beginning of the Eleventh Century,
Vlachs were mentioned in the Bari Annals as soldiers and warriors in the
troops of Emperor Constantine VIII, in Sicily. In 1166, during his
campaigns against Hungary, Manuel I Comnenus made use of the Vlachs
incorporated in General Leon Vatatzes’s army (Ioannes Cinnamus, in, A.
Meineke, ed., 1836). They had been recruited from the very region in which
the Asenid uprising would burst twenty years later. It was a Vlach leader
who informed Emperor Alexius I Comnenus that the Cumans had crossed
the Danube. The same Emperor conscripted a large number of Vlachs
(most of whom were shepherds) on the eve of the Battle of Lebounion
against the Petchenegs, at the end of the Eleventh Century (in, Comnène,
Alexiade).

Returning to the Asenids and to what occurred in 1185 in the Balkans,
one discovers from reading Nicetas Choniates that Peter and John Asen
and their Vlach entourage evoked the fiscal demands made by Emperor
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Isaac II Angelus as a sort of “Patroclus’s pretext” to rebel against Byzantine
authority. They claimed a degree of autonomy and hoped to join the
Byzantine forces in their struggle against the Normans. But such an
alliance required the recognition of the Vlach fiscal and administrative
privileges in regard to the Empire along with their military duties, all being
part and parcel of their traditionally privileged status. Despite being at war
with the Normans, Isaac II rejected the Vlach position and attitude as
insolent. The Emperor’s lack of wisdom facilitated the spread of the
uprising, even though some of the decision-makers at Court, including
Nicetas Choniates, later the Governor of Philippopolis, thought that the
requests of the Vlachs should have received a favourable response. Thus
one can conclude that the dissatisfaction of the Asenids and their rebellion
against Byzantine authority were consistent with the traditional interests
of the Balkan Romanians. It can therefore be explained as the response to
an attempt on the part of the imperial power to jeopardize their interests.

Although the Comnenoi had recognized the privileged status of the
Vlachs, the resulting understanding was violated by Emperor Isaac II
Angelus representing a governing structure the actions of which were more
rigorously centralized and the fiscal policy of which proved to be harsh and
burdensome to a great extent as the result of its egalitarian approach.

Was Asenid Vlachia a political reality? Except for D. Onciul (1899,
1919-1920), who wrongly placed it North of the Danube, most researchers
have either not come up with a clear answer to this question or have given
no answer at all. To repeat some opinions that were expressed in previous
studies (N.-Ş. Tanaşoca, 1981; N.-Ş. Tanaşoca and A. Tanaşoca, 1994), it
can be said that, at the end of the Twelfth Century, Asenid Vlachia was a
political reality. It was one of those areas of Vlach autonomy mentioned in
the Byzantine sources of the time and referred to in various Balkan regions
of the Empire. Thus, it is known that, as early as the end of the Tenth
Century, the Byzantine province of Hellas, was a Vlach “mark” or
“captainship”, as Grigore Ureche called it. Its ruler was Niculitsa, a high
Byzantine official, an archon of Greek or – according to G. Murnu (1939) –
Romanian origin. Another place called Vlachia, a so-called toparchy, is
identified by Nicetas Choniates in the same Thessalian region, at the
beginning of the Thirteenth Century. It developed autonomously in relation
both to Byzantium and the Latin Empire and was finally conquered by the
Epirote state. It is not difficult to see in this new “toparchy” an updated
form of the old Vlach “mark” mentioned by Kekaumenos. Thessalian
Vlachia later became the so-called Greater Vlachia, a genuine principality
enjoying a relative degree of autonomy within the Byzantine Empire.

Other examples of Balkan Vlachias that can be identified from the
sources are the Rodope Vlachia, the ruler of which was Dobromir Chrysos,
an ally and friend of the Asenids, as well as Little Vlachia and Upper
Vlachia, mentioned by the Byzantine chroniclers of the conquest of
Constantinople by the Ottoman Turks. These entities are described as fully
submitted regions that had actually surrendered to conquest. Western
sources have confirmed the evolution of these Vlachias toward
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autonomous organization. Feudal principalities developed, the
establishment of which was obviously facilitated through the grant of a
truly autonomous organization according to a vision and a practice that
were brought to the Balkans by Western, Latin, conquerors. The
distinction made in Ioniţă’s title, as granted by Pope Innocent III, tends to
support the idea of a Western outlook. The distinction that it makes
between Vlachia and Bulgaria as separate territorial and political realities
further attests the advance, from the political point of view, of the Balkan
Romanian shepherd communities toward autonomous organization. This
period was one of political maturation for the Romanian communities of
the Balkan Peninsula.

The evolution of the South Danubian forms of independent political life
has to be linked to the general evolution of all Romanian communities,
both North and South of the Danube, in this same direction. Just as in the
case of the North Danubian political structures led by knezes and
voivodes, the Southern Asenid Vlachs, like the other Balkan Vlachs,
tended to evolve in the direction of independent political life. From this
point of view, the Asenid movement is illustrative of a pan-Romanian
tendency, an inner trend of the Romanian world throughout Southeastern
Europe. The appearance of the Asenid state is the first manifestation of
this pan-Romanian tendency, mentioned in historic documents, to develop
an independent political life.

There is reason to believe that, at the start of the Asenid movement, the
minimal political objectives of the two brothers, Peter and John Asen, were
the possibility of organizing an autonomous political life for a significant
group of Romanians living in the Northern parts of the Balkan Peninsula,
in peaceful association with Byzantium. According to Choniates’s
description of the events and to the way in which the Asenid state is
presented in the works of the French chroniclers of the Fourth Crusade
and even in the narration of Frederick Barbarossa’s chroniclers
(Ansbertus, Magnus Presbyter, etc.), the Asenids did not move South of the
line of the Balkans, considering it to be the border of their Vlachia and
defending it as such. The rulers were viewed as Kings of Vlachia rather
than as Bulgarian czars. The fact that they raided South of the mountain
border in joint operations with the Cumans had only a strategic value and
did not prove any expansionist tendencies. Not only Peter and John Asen,
but even their brother, Ioniţă, who was crowned by the Pope as “King of
the Romanians and Bulgarians”, were perceived in the Western mind as
Vlach princes of a Romanian state. It was only the fierce opposition of the
Court of Emperor Isaac II Angelus to any recognition of the “toparchy” of
Peter and John Asen in Moesia that encouraged a tendency for the scope
of the uprising to spread and to hasten the separation from the Empire,
thus laying the basis for the restoration of the Bulgarian Czardom.

According to Byzantine sources and mainly to the rhetorical literature
produced during the Angelus Dynasty, there were two trends of opinion
among the Vlach rulers. The first of these, represented by Peter Asen,
favoured retention of autonomy, once it was acquired. The second,
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illustrated by John Asen, was to be tempted by the imperial chimera
himself.

Here it is necessary to stress that the latter tendency prevailed, first
because the imperial court rejected the minimal Vlach claims and only
then because the Bulgarian imperial ideology and the Cuman allies
favoured conquest and plunder. Thus, the Byzantine mentality pervading
the lives of the South-Danubian Vlachs and the decision of the latter to
associate themselves with the Bulgarians, who had their own state,
ecclesiastic, and cultural traditions, and then to make common cause with
the Cumans are the reasons for the evolutionary split between Asenid
Vlachia and the North-Danubian Vlachs and the eventual extinction of the
former and their assimilation into the Bulgarian population, during the
Second Bulgarian Czardom.

There was little room, if any, in the Byzantine political tradition, for
genuine political autonomy. From its inception, the Byzantine absolutist
vision of political power prevented the existence of autonomous centers of
power that were strictly delimited from a territorial and ethnic perspective.
Similarly, this vision prevented the emergence of a legal opposition,
however much limited to certain domains of life. Opposition could only
take the form of an imperial competition with the central power, the
opponents being forced to proclaim themselves Emperors in order to
legitimize their quest for autonomy. They either replaced the incumbent
Emperor, or they perished.

At the political and state level, the major sign of independence was the
co-existence of an Emperor and a Patriarch. According to the Byzantine
vision, the Emperor could not exist without the Patriarch, as the Church
was closely linked to the state. When Niculitsa assumed the leadership of
the Larissa uprising, he was cheered by the rebels with phrases intended
for the Emperor. He was viewed as a prospective emperor, one very keen
on establishing at least a local empire. As others before him, and because
he did not seek the Constantinople throne, Niculitsa could reach an
agreement, a compromise, with the central authority.

Indeed, this period was characterized by strong centrifugal tendencies
within the Byzantine world. When, later on, the Asenid movement began
as a Romanian manifestation of this tendency, it ended up as a typical
Bulgarian-Romanian manifestation. The same can be said of the Greek
archons who, detaching themselves from Constantinople, aimed to
establish small empires: the Salonika Empire, created by the Epirus
Despots, the Trebizond Empire, that would last for some time, and the
Nicaea Empire, which would assist the resurrection of Byzantium and the
return of its capital to Constantinople. As demonstrated by Nikolaos
Oikonomides (1976), all these political structures arose from rebellion and
local secessionist movements directed against Constantinople.

In 1185, when the Balkan Vlach ruler, Peter Asen, decided in favour of
red footwear and a tiara, he implicitly proclaimed a local empire. The
imperial streak characterizing the Asenids, the result of the Byzantine
political mentality in which they had been nurtured, explains incessant
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claims and demands made to Westerners, by the dynasty and the family,
including Peter and Ioniţă, that their imperial title be recognized and that
their state be granted the right to have a patriarch and a patriarchate. This
attitude is not one of “imperialism”, but rather an expression of the need to
secure independence by the choice of political forms typical of the world in
which they lived. The first Asenids wanted to be basileis, not necessarily in
order to replace the Basileus in Constantinople, but to make sure that
their independence from him was warranted and, if possible, approved by
him.

A difficulty arose, however, because the only form of basileia or empire
that Byzantium had been forced to recognize for centuries past was the
Bulgarian Czardom. The Czardom, led by Boris-Mihail, Simeon, and
Samuel, had been recognized by the Empire and had had a patriarchate of
its own. A Bulgarian imperial ideology existed as a faithful copy of the
Byzantine ideology. There had been a Bulgarian state and an ecclesiastic
tradition that could not be erased from Balkan consciousness by the
destruction of the Bulgarian Czardom at the hands of John Zimisces and
Basil II Bulgaroktonos. Resorting to Bulgarian help, the Asenids
resuscitated this imperial tradition that conferred legitimacy, an historical
precedent, and the memory of a better status both for Romanians and for
Bulgarians. Joining hands with the Bulgarians, the Romanians not only
had an ally in terms of military and human resources, but also – more
importantly – an ideology and the moral and political support of a spiritual
doctrine and tradition. What led the Romanians to restore the Second
Czardom was not a “Bulgarian” national sentiment, but the need to
legitimize their own aspirations to independence and to give a larger scope
to their movement in opposition to the lack of understanding of the
Byzantine authorities. At the same time, however, by this resuscitation of
the ghost of Samuel’s state, the Asenids, according to Nicetas Choniates’s
texts, wished to stress that “God [had] decided to give freedom [to the]
Bulgarians and Romanians”, with a clear distinction made between the
two ethnic groups, and that their action envisaged “the union of the two
rules, Vlach and Bulgarian, into a single one, as it used to be”.

The Asenids were thus sufficiently scrupulous to envisage a somewhat
federal state (to have recourse to modern terminology) for Romanians and
Bulgarians alike, even if they derived its prototype – rightly or wrongly –
from the past. In other words, the Asenids were careful to secure the
autonomy of their own Vlachia. It should nevertheless be made clear that
the result would have been very different if the Asenid uprising had been
nothing more than the expression of Bulgarian aspirations to acquire
national freedom and to restore their own imperially derived Bulgarian
state.

The maximal political agenda of the Asenids aimed, therefore, at a
restoration of the Bulgarian Czardom in such conditions as to warrant the
carrying out of their minimal political agenda, i.e., the autonomy of
Vlachia. In this way, the Asenid state ideology expressed the converging
interests of the Romanians and of the Bulgarians. Although this ideology
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was a repetition and resuscitation of the ideology of the First Czardom, it
also reflected a new specific edifice, whereby an original Romanian corpus
of political thinking and a spiritual tradition made themselves felt.

This ideology, that was, at the same time, a theoretical support and a
means of legitimization for the new state, evolved over the years and
eventually adopted the classic ideological pattern of the first Bulgarian
Czardom that had inspired it. This evolution was influenced by the inner
changes characterizing the state and by the new international context in
which it took place. The increasing numbers of Bulgarians who lived in the
new state, the ending of the union with Rome, and the re-Byzantinization
of the Vlach and Bulgarian Church were factors that changed not only the
ideology of the state, but its political substance as well.

It should come as no surprise that the Asenid brothers wished to
restore the Bulgarian Czardom, in spite of their Romanian origins. Even
after the first Bulgarian Czardom had been done away with, in 1018, by
Emperor Basil II Bulgaroktonos, and the Northern, border of the Byzantine
Empire, brought back to the Danube, the Bulgarian imperial idea
continued to be a watchword of rebellion, capable of bringing together not
only Bulgarians, but many other Balkan inhabitants who were unhappy
with the vicissitudes of perceived Byzantine oppression. Interestingly
enough, there were cases when a foreigner, not a Bulgarian, would raise
the flag and attempt to restore the Czardom.

The first anti-Byzantine movement which began as an evocation of the
Bulgarian idea was that of Peter Deljan (1040-1041). Its outburst was
primarily the result of the high level of taxation by the Byzantine
authorities when John the Orphanotrophe, the Minister of Emperor
Michael IV Paphlagonian, decided to change the orders left by Emperor
Basil II (which were tolerant toward the Bulgarians) and to demand that
the tribute to Byzantium no longer be paid in money, but in kind. At the
same time, the 1037 replacement of the Slavic Ohrid Metropolitan Bishop
by a Greek bishop, named Leo, bred further discontent, for this act
represented a new violation of the status granted to Bulgarians by Basil II.

Peter Deljan claimed descent from Czar Samuel, as the son of his
successor, Gabriel Radomir. He proclaimed himself Czar in 1040, in
Belgrade. Although at the start of this uprising, Alousianos, the son of
John Vladislav, the last Bulgarian Czar, supported Deljan, he later turned
against Deljan, captured and blinded him, and surrendered him to the
Byzantine authorities. Alousianos had escaped from Constantinople where
he had been living as a high ranking hostage and had joined Deljan before
betraying him.

Peter Deljan’s uprising gives proof of the Bulgarian commitment to the
old dynasty, while suggesting the latent power of the Bulgarian state
ideology as a support to Balkan (not necessarily Bulgarian) rebellion
against Byzantium.

Another important uprising took place in 1073. It was led by a
Bulgarian, George Voitech. It was particularly supported by the Serbs.
Constantine Bodin (Peter), the son of Prince Mikhail of Zeta, proclaimed
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himself Czar in Prizren and took the imperial name of Peter. This uprising
was linked to the efforts of the Serbs to free themselves from Byzantine
tutelage. It reflected the role that the ideology of the Bulgarian Czardom
could play in bringing together Balkan ethnic groups. Almost at the same
time, Demetrius Zvonimir was recognized by Pope Gregory VII as King of
Croatia, while Mikhail, Bodin’s father had received Zeta’s crown from the
same pontifical hands (1076-1077). This appeal to the ideology of czardom
was a characteristic of Balkan uprisings meant to confer legitimacy to
such movements. At the same time, the government in the old Bulgarian
Czardom had been less centralist and oppressive than that of Byzantium.

On the other hand, it is necessary to observe that, as R. L. Wolff (1949)
points out, the capacity of the Bulgarian political initiative had severely
decreased prior to the Asenid uprising. An important factor in this
direction was the partial Hellenization of that segment of the Bulgarian
aristocracy that had survived the collapse of Samuel‘s state and the
existence of which artfully blended in with the general interests of the
Byzantine Empire. In its turn, the Bulgarian Church gradually passed into
the hands of Greek or Hellenized clergy. This situation caused such a
reputed historian as Vasil Zlatarski (1933, 1934, 1940) to define the period
before 1185 as an age of Hellenization in Bulgarian medieval history.

At this point, it is appropriate to mention that no Bulgarian rebellions
appear to have occurred under the Comneni, and that the Eleventh
Century movements (except for those already mentioned, evoking
Bulgarian imperial aspirations) took place as the result of other
inspirations – mainly heretical religious ideas – and were not led by
Bulgarians. As an example, the Paristrium cities rebelled for tax-related
reasons between 1072 and 1080. Although the vestarch, Nestor, very likely
a Serb, was sent to crush the rebellion, he ended up leading it. Even if this
rebellion sprang from local discontent with the administration, the
rebellion of the Paristrium cities had nothing to do with the Bulgarian
imperial idea, in spite of the obvious participation of a number of
Bulgarians living in the area. The Philippopolis Paulicians, led by Traulos,
in the North of the Balkan Peninsula, decided to make common cause with
the Petcheneg rule on the North side of the Danube because the rebels
chose to side with these “Scythian barbarians”. Another uprising in the
same period (1070-1080) brought together Philippopolis Greeks and
Bulgarians led by the Greek, Lekas, with the same Petcheneg support and
in the name of the same Paulician heresy that was directed against
Constantinople. Simultaneously, and to some extent in concordance with
Lekas’s rebels, the Bulgarian, Dobromir, rebelled in Mesembria against the
authority of the Byzantine state and church.

None of these rebellions, however, were of any help in the reassertion of
the Bulgarian imperial idea. Their single result was that they favoured the
expansion of the Petchenegs, by weakening the Byzantine state and the
unity of the Orthodox Church. Finally, the 1066 Larissa movement, started
by Greeks, Bulgarians, and Vlachs, and eventually led by its alleged
suppressor, Niculitsa, was yet another case of a rebellion that did not
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strive to proclaim the restoration of the second Bulgarian Czardom, even
though certain researchers have claimed the contrary, despite the lack of
adequate documentary evidence. The Vlachs appear to have played the
main part in this rebellion, as they were the key target of chronicler
Kekaumenos‘s conformist indignation. However, the Larissa rebels had
had certain direct links with the Bulgarian Czar Samuel, to whom
Niculitsa, the father of the Archon and Strategos of the same name, had
surrendered the Serbian fortress. It is therefore possible to conclude that
Bulgarians took part in rebellions led by other Balkan malcontents,
without necessarily aiming to restore their Czardom.

While the Bulgarian initiative in anti-Byzantine actions decreased in the
Thirteenth Century, Vlach initiatives increased considerably. After the
collapse of Samuel’s state, Romanians started to be seen in the light of
history and of Byzantine political expectations. The latter took good care to
distinguish them from the Bulgarians by means of a suitable policy. Thus,
from the very beginning and immediately after he had re-conquered
Macedonia, Basil II recognized the Bulgarian Church and established a
separate diocese for “the Vlachs all over Bulgaria”, the Episcopal seat of
which was Vranje. The obvious purpose of this step was to undo the likely
union of the Vlachs and the Bulgarians, to separate Romanians from the
Slavo-Bulgarian Church, and to encourage their independent assertion in
regard to the Bulgarians. The same could be said about the way in which
the Vlachs in the Hellas Theme, previously occupied by the Bulgarians,
organized themselves into an autonomous “captainship”.

This study has previously referred to a number of events in which
Vlachs took part as soldiers supporting the Byzantine military and political
forces. When speaking of the Byzantine policy of dissociating the Vlachs
from the Bulgarians, which must have been implemented over a fairly long
period, it is also necessary to recall that Samuel’s brother, David, was
killed by Vlachs near Castoria and Prespa. Very likely, the Vlachs in
question acted on orders from Constantinople, the Byzantine authorities
feeling that the establishment of a Bulgarian state would block the trade
route between the Adriatic and the Aegean and thus set back Byzantine
interests.

Twelfth Century Romanians, therefore, had the power and the capacity
to lead an anti-Byzantine movement, as proved by the Larissa rebellion in
1066. Privileged under the Comneni, when provoked by the Angeli, they
turned into rebellious elements from the political and military point of
view. But did they have any grounds for making common cause with the
Bulgarians? Were they able to give a new life to the Balkans as well? The
answer is yes. As Goerge Murnu (1984) points out, the Romanian-
Bulgarian solidarity was as old as the beginnings of the first Bulgarian
state. The very birth of the Romanian people was determined by the
breakaway of the Latin-speaking Roman citizens of Southeastern Europe
from the body of an empire which accordingly became Greek. The name,
Vlach, ascribed to Romanians in medieval sources, proves, on the one
hand, that they preserved their Romanic individuality, and on the other
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hand, that they joined the Slavs, particularly the Bulgarians, to such a
great extent that they returned to the boundaries and went under the
authority of the Empire. The latter, no longer wanting to recognize them,
now perceived them as being a barbarian race.

The alienation of the Romanians from the Byzantine Empire and their
“barbarization” became a reality that was only strengthened by their
affiliation with the Slavo-Bulgarian cultural area and the way in which
they adopted a degree of “cultural Slavism”. Like G. Murnu, the author of
this study believes that a certain looseness in the political régime of the
first Bulgarian state, a less oppressive centralism than that of the
Byzantine Empire, and a certain tolerance facilitated Romanian solidarity
with the Bulgarians. The memory of a common past, a set of shared
interests in a confrontation with the Twelfth Century Byzantine taxation
system, and some common traditions of anti-Byzantine resistance, such as
the aforementioned 1066 Larissa rebellion, undoubtedly brought
Romanians close to Bulgarians. This situation explains not only their
alliance against Constantinople, but also their wish to restore the old
Bulgarian Czardom, this time through the action of a Vlach aristocratic
family.

After failing in their attempt to receive recognition from the Byzantine
rulers, the Vlachs looked for Western support in their bid for freedom.
They first approached Frederick Barbarossa and asked for recognition of
their Empire in exchange for specific assistance to him against Byzantium.
The Emperor turned down this offer, not wishing to start a conflict with
Byzantium. He was trying to remain at peace, in spite of all the vexations
to which he was being subjected. Nevertheless, Vlach military assistance
was important to the participants in the Third Crusade in the
consequence-free conflict that opposed the latter to Byzantium at a certain
point. For the Western chronicler, Magnus Presbyter, the perception that
“the Vlachs are on our side” was proof of a guarantee of military power.
Later, they turned to Rome and to Pope Innocent III, who helped them – as
is well known – to obtain recognition for their state and to integrate it into
the political world order.

Rome and the powerful Innocent III intended to set the Balkan balance
into an easily controllable structure. The establishment of the Romanian-
Bulgarian kingdom was one of the factors included in this new balance
formula favoured by the Papacy. What Innocent III wanted was not only to
convert the Romanians and Bulgarians to Catholicism and to achieve a
religious union with Rome, but also to consolidate the Western political
front through the crowning of Ioniţă, an act obviously implying the
creation of a Catholic kingdom directly dependent on the pontifical seat. In
this way, the Asenid political structure would no longer be controlled by
Byzantium, but would fall into the orbit of the Latin Empire, which was on
the verge of replacing the Byzantine Empire, and of a Hungary, the
expansionist tendencies of which were pushing it to claim suzerainty over
the Balkan Peninsula including the Bulgarian and finally the Serbian
Kingdoms.
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Because Pope Innocent III wished to preserve the Byzantine Empire and
to unite the Byzantine Orthodox and the Catholic Churches, he spared the
Byzantine state up to the point when, because of the Venice-inspired anti-
Byzantine deviation of the Fourth Crusade, the Latin conquest made
possible the existence of a new, Latin, Empire. Only after the fall of
Constantinople, in 1204, did Innocent III agree to recognize the Bulgaro-
Vlach state, disregarding its wish to acquire imperial status and to reach a
compromise on ideological grounds. Thus papal recognition was granted to
a state which thought of itself as an empire.

For the Pope, the Asenid state was a reliable instrument meant to deter
the imperialist aspirations of the Constantinople Latin Empire. For this
reason, during the 1205 conflict between the Latins and the Asenids,
Innocent III sided with the latter, even though he took care to remind them
that any attempt to restore the Bulgarian Empire at the expense of the
Latin Empire would be severely repressed. On the other hand, as he had
recognized the Nemanyid kingdom, he similarly opposed any tendency of
the Asenid state to incorporate Serbia. Finally, Innocent III firmly and even
harshly repressed the imperialist temptation of the Hungarian kingdom
which, in the name of some illusory rights, tried to turn the Asenid state
into a vassal of its own, even going as far as to confront the pontifical
power and to arrest its envoy, the cardinal, who would crown Ioniţă.

Papal policy proved to be efficient. During the rule of Boril (1207-1218),
Ioniţă’s successor, the Romanian-Bulgarian Kingdom kept to its limits as
established by the Papacy, contributed to the eradication of Bogomilism,
and fell into step with the offensive of Rome against dualist heresies,
refraining from any kind of conflict with the Latin Empire and Hungary
and from providing any support to the Cumans, who were threatening not
only the Balkan Peninsula, but Western Europe as well. It was only when
John Asen II (1218-1241), Boril’s successor, definitively severed all links
with the Roman Church that the Papacy allowed the Hungarian kingdom
to combat it and to bring it back under the control of Rome. But even then,
all the attempts the old Czar made in order to get closer to the Catholic
Church, once again, were firmly discouraged.

The support of Rome meant a great deal to the Romanians. It is clear
that their place in the new state, the Romanian-Bulgarian Kingdom, was
only recognized as long as they preserved their unity with the Roman
church. The formula of ethno-political dualism, which was officially
sanctioned by Rome, was meant to support and preserve Romanian
Romanity within a Bulgaro-Slav traditional state. It was not a mere
coincidence that Rome constantly encouraged the assertion of Romanian
Romanity, as proven by the correspondence between Ioniţă and Innocent
III. For the first time in history, the Romanity of Romanians, their Roman
origins, became a critical hallmark, a political idea, as well as a diplomatic
tool. This idea, that was an important element at the origins of the Second
Czardom, not only represented an original Romanian contribution in terms
of a new synthesis of the ideology of the first Bulgarian state and the
Romanian sense of Romanity, but was also viewed as having arisen as a
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result of the contact of Romanians with Rome. Its immediate effect was a
reawakening of consciousness related to the national, Romanic, and
European identity of the Vlachs. The return of John Asen II to Byzantine
Orthodoxy quickly resulted in a return to the Bulgarian imperialism of the
First Czardom and to Slavism. Moreover, it determined the abandonment
of the perception of the value of Romanity and implicitly undermined the
grounds for the preservation of Romanian nationality within the reborn
Bulgarian Czardom.

It can, however, be shown that one of Ioniţă’s arguments in favour of
the legitimization of his claim to rule over the Bulgarian Czardom was his
descent from former Czars, Peter and Samuel. Yet, the first thing that
should be noticed regarding his letters to the Pope is that he cited these
rulers as his predecessors, rather than as his ancestors. Secondly, even
admitting that Ioniţă had claimed descent from the Bulgarian imperial
family, doing so was a common practice for the time. As already indicated,
both Deljan and Bodin did exactly the same thing for purposes of
legitimacy. Third, one should notice, as Gheorghe I. Brătianu (1945) did,
that the Asenid appeal to allegedly Bulgarian imperial origins sprang from
the common efforts of themselves and of the Papacy to counter Hungarian
claims to suzerainty over Bulgaria.

Historians have considered the claim that Pope Nicholas I crowned
some former Bulgarian czars simply in order to bring justification and
legitimacy to the new political structure in the Balkan Peninsula, to be
doubtful. One can correctly assume that this dynastic legend was
fabricated in Rome rather than in Târnovo. How could Ioniţă have found
old books “proving” his royal descent in the archives of the former Czar,
two centuries after the First Czardom had been destroyed by the Byzantine
forces? Nevertheless, the appeal to this Bulgarian origin that was not
necessarily unlikely and perhaps occurred along the maternal line,
according to Nicolae Iorga (1919, 1937), as well as the mentioning of the
links between the old kingdom and Rome, which had been unquestionably
real, acted as elements of Bulgarian tradition in the ideology of the second
Bulgarian Czardom.

What was the role and the meaning of Romanian-Cuman collaboration
during that period? Obviously, without Cuman support, the Romanian-
Bulgarian state could not have asserted itself in the international arena.
Suffice it to go over both Byzantine and Western chronicles to realize the
critical importance of the alliance with this powerful force of steppe knights
for Romanians and Bulgarians alike. The Cuman cavalry terrified the
Byzantines and the Latins, and the Cumans acted as a shock weapon for
the Romanian-Bulgarian state. By inviting the Cumans to cross the
Danube, the Asenids posed a serious problem not only to Byzantium, but
also to Europe itself. They opened the borders of the civilized world to the
devastating charges of these Eurasian steppe knights, thus paving the way
for the last great extra-European invasion before that of the Tartars.

It is obvious that this collaboration between Balkan Romanians and the
Cumans was nothing more than a South-Danubian ramification of an even
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older Cumano-Romanian “symbiosis” that had been the main feature of
North-Danubian Romanian life in the Twelfth and the Thirteenth
Centuries. Under Cuman “protection”, the same Romanian pattern of
existence began to manifest itself South as well as North of the Danube.
Even the Turkic names of the Asenids, as well as the name of the
Romanian Bassarab Dynasty, proved the existence of a Romanian-Cuman
“symbiosis”, also attested in other forms that are more obvious and
explicit. We know, for instance, that the Asenids had come close to the
Cuman chieftains through marital links. These acted as guarantees for a
brotherhood of arms in which each party had different goals. Both for the
South-Danubian as well as for the North-Danubian Romanians, the
Cuman element decidedly represented a burden, as well as an element of
“barbarization” and of historical involution. Byzantine chronicles provide a
sufficiently clear account of the ways in which the Cumans interfered in
the domestic affairs of the restored Czardom. Always eager to plunder
either Byzantine or Latin lands, the Cumans pushed for an aggressive and
offensive policy which often enough exceeded Romanian and Bulgarian
intentions. It was they who stimulated the “imperialist” trend in the Asenid
state policy.

There are indications that a pro-Cuman party existed in Târnovo. In as
far as two of the three brothers were concerned, Peter Asen seems to have
represented the pro-Byzantine and moderate trend, while John Asen chose
the pro-Cuman direction. It matched his temperament that was prone to
excesses. As for Ioniţă, his death during the siege of Salonika actually
seems to have been an execution, a punishment carried out by the pro-
Cuman party in response to his attempt to reestablish peace. It was no
coincidence that, of all Ioniţă’s successors, it was John Asen II, the
spokesman of Bulgaro-Byzantine imperialism, who came back from exile
among the Cumans to seize the throne with Cuman support.

After John Asen II had returned to Orthodoxy and as he promoted the
ideology of the old Bulgarian Czardom in its extreme form, causing him to
claim Byzantium itself, the Bulgar-Vlach King took the title of “Czar of the
Bulgarians and the Greeks”. In his own new spirit, John Asen II rewrote
the very history of the beginnings of the Asenid movement and of his state.
As a son of Niculitsa, he attempted to exaggerate the contribution of the
latter and to turn him into the initiator of the 1185 insurrection, while
diminishing Peter Asen’s role, even though written sources clearly indicate
that Peter was the first Asenid czar. According to John Asen II, whose
name is also linked to the development of a Slavic intellectual life in the
Second Czardom, it was John Asen, and not Peter Asen, who founded the
state and started the rebellion against the Greeks. In the same spirit, any
mention of a union with Rome disappeared, as later happened to any hint
of Romanian Romanity, of Vlachs, and finally of Romanians as such.

The Second Czardom definitely overlapped symbolically with the First, a
view of the events stressed in Bulgarian historical writing, because it
became a true historiographic dogma in medieval chronicles and was also
eventually adopted by Byzantine writers, while Western historical writing
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preserved, in a variety of forms, the memory of the Romanians who took
part in the founding of a state that the Papacy called the Kingdom of
Romanians and Bulgarians. Thus, Orthodoxy and Byzantinism, which for
the North-Danubian Romanians were support factors for their medieval
states, were perceived in an opposite way by the South-Danubian
Romanians. To the latter, both Orthodoxy and Byzantinism diminished
them through the power of Bulgarization that they entailed. While North of
the Danube, Catholicism became the spiritual weapon by which the
Hungarian state tried to remove Transylvanian Romanians from political
life and to subdue those who lived outside the Carpathian arc, South of
the Danube, Catholicism supported, as much as it could, both Romanian
nationality and state independence.

But to what extent did the Second Czardom play a part in the historical
life of the North-Danubian Romanians, i.e., of the Daco-Romanians? It was
not simply the confusion of past scholars, such as Dimitrie Cantemir, that
led to the crystallization of a historical legend according to which Asenid
Vlachia was the future Walachia or even Moldavia, for an analogous
Bulgarian legend appeared during the same Eighteenth Century in Paisij
Hilandarski’s works. Modern historians like Dimitre Onciul (1899, 1919-
1920, 1968) thought that the Second Czardom exerted its rule North of the
Danube. Here was where Vlachia supposedly lay. Following the Tartar
invasion, Bulgaria found itself South of the Danube, while Vlachia, out of
which Walachia would surge at a later date, lay North of the Danube and
was, at least nominally, subjugated by the Hungarians.

According to this theory, the dualist Romanian-Bulgarian state that the
Papacy consecrated as a kingdom was consequently dismembered, even
though its memory was preserved through the Slavo-Byzantine institutions
of the North-Danubian Romanian lands. Therefore, the Second Czardom
was at the origin of modern Romanian civilization and cultural Slavism
and as well as of a Romanian Byzantinism characterized by a Slavonizing
tendency. Equally strenuous research by other historians led by Bogdan
Petriceicu Hasdeu (1878, 1898, 1976) has clearly proven the lack of
supporting evidence for this alluring hypothesis.

It is hardly possible to speak of any attempt to extend Asenid authority
North of the Danube, for only one document hinting at such a possibility
exists, a pontifical letter to the Hungarian king according to which Ioniţă
tried to assume authority over the Greco-Christians in Hungary. N. Iorga
(1919, 1937) also thought that he could speak of an attempt made by
Ioniţă and his successors to include North-Danubian Romanians in an
imperial synthesis with assistance from their Cuman suzerains. This
hypothesis is feasible, but relatively difficult to accept because North of the
Danube, the Cumans themselves represented an “imperial” force that was
able to impose a certain direction even to the policy of the Czardom.

Some Romanian historians have thought that the Second Czardom
influenced the forms of cultural Slavism in the medieval Romanian states
North of the Danube. Such influences would have been brought to bear
through the authority embodied in the bishoprics along the Danube. Were
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such influences to have occurred, the process would have begun during a
later phase in the history of the Czardom, in the aftermath of the Tartar
domination, when the Romanian-Bulgarian links strengthened in
opposition to the Ottoman threat and when the Orthodox states in
Southeastern Europe attempted to form a coalition in the Fourteenth
Century. But since at that point the Czardom was already divided into two
structures, the Târnovo and the Vidin Czardoms, the Second Bulgarian
Czardom was no longer a great Balkan power. Rather, it found itself at the
same level as the North-Danubian Romanian states and it even needed
their assistance.

Yet, it appears that the Banat and the Oltenia regions did have a strong
relationship with the Romanian-Bulgarian state during the rule of the first
Asenids. Although the relationship was documented under Boril’s rule, the
surviving evidence is insufficient to support an emphatic statement in this
respect. As for modern Romanian cultural Slavism, it is more likely a
legacy of the first Bulgarian state, consolidated by later contacts with the
mainly Serbian and of course the Bulgarian South Slav world.

Romanians are therefore at the origin of the Second Bulgarian Czardom
for which they set the basis by virtue of a specific historical impulse and a
tradition of solidarity with Bulgarians, through the Asenid anti-Byzantine
reaction. Combined with purely Romanian elements such as the idea of
Romanian Romanity, the ideology of the old Czardom gave direction and
legitimacy to creative Romanian political efforts. But this ideology also bore
the seeds of change into a purely Bulgarian Empire. The reduced numbers
of Balkan Romanians, the severing of all links with Rome, the breaking
away from Catholicism, as well as the return of the state to Bulgarian
imperial traditions and to spiritual Byzantinism entailed the disappearance
both of Romanians as such and of their memory from the history of this
Czardom. Although intellectually important, since it represented the first
assertion of the idea of Romanity as a political hallmark, the moment did
not have any historically measurable effects for the lives of the North-
Danubian Romanians. Viewed as a world-historical factor, the Bulgarian
idea did not serve as a lasting creative catalyst to Romanians. On the
contrary, it proved to be an agent of undisputed alienation when
confronted with their own Romanic core, chasing them away from the front
line of history. On the other hand, the encounter with Rome, occasioned
by the Byzantine crisis and by accompanying political events in
Southeastern Europe, turned out to be favourable and to generate a
beneficial impetus to the Romanians, placing them, albeit not for very long,
among the European powers of that time. This situation represented a new
confirmation of an old truth, namely that the assertion of Romanian
Romanity, seen as a critical factor and a differentiating principle of their
national being, was the only way in which Romanians could fully act in
world history as a distinct ethnic and political entity.
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C. THE “AROMANIAN” ISSUE

1. Stages of the “Aromanian Issue” in the Development of Romanian Balkan
Policy
Many pages of Balkanology have been devoted to the so-called national
rebirth of the Aromanians in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.
Generally speaking, both Romanian and foreign researchers claim that this
Aromanian national rebirth, identifiable at the level of both written culture
and institutional life, was the result of an initiative taken by Romanian
Forty-Eighters. These persons, owing to the mediation by outstanding
émigrés in the aftermath of the 1848 Revolution, Christian Tell, Nicolae
Bălcescu, Ion Ghica, Ion Ionescu de la Brad made contact with the
Aromanians who lived in the Ottoman Empire. As a result, they
experienced intensely the rediscovery of many distant “brothers” and
decided to fulfil, as soon as possible, the ideal of reinserting them into the
mass of a culturally and politically reborn Romanianism.

Context permitting, after the union of the Romanian Principalities,
Bucharest became the center of a national effort of cultural propaganda
among Aromanians. It was supported by the Romanian State that
managed to acquire and to preserve the right to open and to develop a
network of Romanian schools for the Aromanians in the Balkan Peninsula.
The schools were later followed by a similar network of churches in which
religious services were conducted in Romanian. These actions marked the
beginning of a Balkan Romanian policy intended to strengthen a status of
cultural autonomy and to provide protection to the Aromanians by the
Romanian State. Carried out with tenacity and diplomatic skill in the
changing and often unstable circumstances of political life in the Balkan
Peninsula, this action proved successful and remained a constant
direction of Romanian foreign policy until 1945.

In terms of both political practice and the writing of history, the
Aromanian issue was also a source of high-pitched confrontations and
controversies between Romanians and other Balkan inhabitants.
Romanian historians and statesmen considered the Aromanians to be
“brothers” – or “first cousins”, in the words of René Pinon (1908) at the
beginning of the Twentieth Century – of the Daco-Romanians, openly
considering them Balkan Romanians or even Romanians who had
emigrated, over the centuries, from ancient Dacia to the South.

While these Romanians supported their distant relatives according to
what they deemed to be a moral duty and a national political imperative,
non-Romanian Balkan historians and statesmen claimed, with very few
exceptions, that the Aromanians were not Romanians and that the
intervention of Romania in their favour was a form of cultural imperialism,
an act the hidden agenda of which was an attempt at political and
territorial expansion and annexation. Having reached the peak of its
influence during the Balkan Wars, the Aromanian policy of Romania
underwent a decline as further wars determined the dismemberment of the
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Ottoman Empire and the strengthening of Balkan national states. The
network of Romanian schools and churches shrunk quite considerably
and was only tolerated in Greece, owing to certain special circumstances.
The Second World War and the changes it brought about in the social and
political structures of Southeastern Europe simply did away with the
Aromanian issue and sealed the fate of Aromanians under the guise of a
gradual, but increasing, de-Romanianization. Today, the “Aromanian
issue” is no longer a political reality, but rather a topic of great interest for
objective research that has so far been insufficiently exploited.

The following pages will provide only an outline of the development of
the Aromanian issue and establish certain priorities for investigation in the
future. It will also attempt to sum up the reliable results obtained up to
this point and to describe some very recent research.

The point that has to be made from the very start is that no matter how
critical the importance of the Romanian initiative in bringing up the
Aromanian issue was and no matter how decisive the actions of Romania
were in support of this reawakening, they were not the first impulse of the
process. The prerequisites for the Aromanian rebirth were Balkan and
were set by the natural development of Romanian Balkanity itself, which
never lacked awareness of its own ethnic individuality nor the impetus to
defend its rights. Therefore, both the cultural and the political efforts made
by Aromanians, who produced what came to be known as the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Century Aromanian national rebirth, were only the results
of the growth of and the inner changes in the Balkan Romanian world in
the context of the history of Southeastern Europe. As the Aromanians had
been aware of their own ethnicity and linguistic individuality since the
Middle Ages, during which they had enjoyed a degree of relative autonomy,
they could not help but be part of the general process of Balkan national
reawakening in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. They too asserted
their cultural autonomy.

The Aromanian issue was just one of the components of the larger
Eastern European issue during the period. Having to face the impetuous
and sometimes intolerant assertion of various forms of Balkan nationalism
over this period, when national states were established and strengthened
in the Peninsula on the ruins of the Ottoman Empire, the Aromanians
developed their own national movement and found a natural support for it
in Romania. At the same time, the Romanians making up the United
Principalities, in their turn, could not overlook the Aromanians in their
attempt to define the future framework of their national, cultural, and
political assertion. The attempt to interpret the Aromanian issue, as some
historians and politicians have done, as an artificial creation of self-serving
Romanian diplomacy, and the Aromanian national rebirth, as a product of
Romanian propaganda and material investment in the Balkans, is
indicative, not only of a tendency to give voice to fabrications, but also to a
regrettable lack of a sense of history. To the citizens of the Romanian
State, this rebirth represented the latest and most vital manifestation of
modern and contemporary Balkan Romanity, just as the Asenid movement
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represented the contemporary manifestation of the vitality of Haemus
Romanity in the Middle Ages.

It is in this spirit that this study addresses the issue. It endeavours to
show how the Aromanians in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
asserted their ethnic and cultural individuality in new ways, in response to
their contacts with the Daco-Romanians who had created their own state
and were promoting their own national culture. In evolving in this fashion,
the Aromanians demonstrated a perfect historical, existential, and creative
continuity that was very much part of the “Eastern Revolution” as
described by Victor Papacostea (1983).

This study also demonstrates that, in parallel with this assertion, the
Aromanians developed an awareness of their unity with the North-
Danubian Romanians and the realization that this unity had been hidden
by centuries of separation and independent development in special
circumstances. In the case of the North-Danubian Romanians, they too
became increasingly aware of their national and linguistic identity with the
Aromanians, this awareness becoming a motive for increasing support and
an incentive for action.

2. Balkan Prerequisites of the Aromanian National Rebirth
Relying on written diplomatic and cultural sources, the research of Valeriu
Papahagi (1935, 1937) and Victor Papacostea (1983) convincingly
identified the Balkan prerequisites for the Nineteenth Century Aromanian
national rebirth as being linked to the development of urban life in Epirus
and in the Pindus Mountains, in the Eighteenth Century. Urban
development in this context was stimulated by the Southward movement
of the East-West trade route through the Balkan Peninsula resulting from
changed relationships among the great powers of that time. A result was
the appearance of a new market for the Venice trade in Epirus, entailing
the development of new transit and distribution centers for the goods
coming this way. These centers were the Aromanian cities, among which
Moscopolis and Aminciu (Metsovo) ranked at the top, followed by Călăreţi,
Siracu, Clisura, and Gramoste. As they were now directly involved in the
international goods circuit, these Aromanian shepherds, Epirus and
Pindus Vlachs, who used to be wagon builders and craftsmen with a good
knowledge of how to process sheep-derived natural products (milk, wool),
became merchants operating on a European scale. They also introduced
important elements of industrialization into their towns producing market-
focused textiles and undertaking smaller metal-working activities.

Aromanians integrated into Byzantine urban life can be identified as
early as the Eleventh Century, but by the Eighteenth Century, they were
no longer an individual or minority presence in various Greek centers such
as Thessalian Larissa. Rather, they had come to form a true Romanic
patriciate as a result of the transformation of their villages into genuine
urban centers. Although beginning at the end of the Sixteenth Century,
the development of the Epirus and Pindus urban centers reached its peak
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in the Eighteenth Century. The process was facilitated by the traditional
status of autonomy that had always been accorded to the Balkan
Peninsula Vlachs, to which were added the very liberal rights that they had
obtained in the Ottoman Empire. Over time, the Aromanians strengthened
these rights and liberties.

Unfortunately, little detailed information concerning the Aromanian
cities in this long flourishing period is available. The situation of the most
important of these centers, Moscopolis, is best known, even though no
thorough study has been devoted to it. It is known that fourteen main
corporations of craftsmen and merchants were centered in Moscopolis, out
of a total of fifty large and small associations of this type. They grouped
together goldsmiths, silversmiths, coppersmiths, armorers, weavers,
tailors, grocers, shoemakers, builders, house painters, etc. The heads of
the main corporations formed a supreme leadership council invested with
judicial powers. Only disputes with foreigners and penal cases were
referred to the Ottoman judicial authorities, either the Berat pasha or the
Karitsa cadi.

Throughout the years, Moscopoleans became important capital holders
and together with the Aromanians in the other urban centers mentioned
above established a rising middle class to which the Balkan Peninsula was
later very much indebted for its modernization. A city with large, solid, and
spacious houses, the remains of which can be seen to this day, Moscopolis
had a large number of churches. As usual with Aromanians, the city
inhabitants were grouped into neighbourhoods that frequently assembled
people of similar origins. Urban organization still preserved traces of the
old phalkaris, the Aromanian traditional form of social life. The élite, or in
other words, the city patriciate, was recruited from the founding “tribe”.

Over time, Moscopolis also developed a very intense cultural life
exemplified by the creation of a higher education establishment, the so-
called New Academy, and by the setting up, in the second half of the
Eighteenth Century, of the only printing press in the Ottoman Empire. As
proven by the research of Victor Papacostea (1983), Moscopolis was one of
the centers from which modern philosophical ideas and progressive
thinking were disseminated throughout the Balkan Peninsula. During the
headship of Theodore Anastasie Cavaliotti, the New Academy was a citadel
of free thought in which an intellectual combat was waged between
scholastic Aristotelianism, on the one hand, and the new ideas of Western
incipient Enlightenment and Cartesian rationalism, on the other hand, as
the latter underwent further dissemination. The high cultural level of the
Moscopoleans was attested by foreign travellers who reported the existence
of an impressive number of books in local houses. Western European
visitors could find ancient works and everything that was needed for
intellectual activity and delight.

Among the Moscopolean cultural personalities of note, one can cite
Theodor A. Cavaliotti; Chrysant of Zitsa; John Chalkeus, a professor in
Venice; Ioasaf, the Ohrid Patriarch; Dionysius Manduca, the Metropolitan
Bishop of Castoria; Dimitrios Pamperi; Daniil Mihail Hagi Adami the
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Moscopolean; and Constantine Hagi-Tchagani, a student of Johannes
Thunmann (1774) in Halle at a later date and who provided unique
information about the life and history of the Aromanians.

Like their Aromanian predecessors who had joined the circle of Greek
Christian scholars in the Balkan Peninsula in the Byzantine and Ottoman
Empires, all these highly cultivated personalities wrote their works and,
when possible, taught in the cultural and linguistic framework of post-
Byzantine Hellenism, in classical or Byzantine Greek, the sacred language
of the Christian East par excellence. During the same period, this language
served as the language of high culture in the Romanian territories, a reality
easily explained by the Aromanian affiliation to the “Greek” Church and to
Byzantine Orthodoxy. During the Balkan Middle Ages, the vision of the
world was such that it would have been inconceivable for Aromanians,
who were Vlach subjects of Byzantium and then of the Ottoman Empire, to
express themselves in a national language, given that they lacked a state of
their own and that their Church was not free of the Constantinople
hierarchy. By the same token, those Aromanians who were influenced by
the Balkan Slavic world, as in the case of the Haemus Vlachs, centuries
earlier, adopted the instrument of linguistic expression of their world,
namely Slavonic.

One should not, however, assume that the Aromanians were not aware
of their ethnic individuality or that they thought of themselves as being
Greek, unable to distinguish between real Greeks and themselves. Often
enough in the Middle Ages, confessional awareness prevailed over national
awareness, while attachment to forms of local autonomy proved more
vigorous than any sense of linguistic and ethnic belonging. Their belonging
to “Romaic” culture and civilization that was inspired by the Byzantine
imperial tradition and their belonging to an Eastern Christian “Greek”
church facilitated Aromanian manifestations of their ethnic features, in
terms of oral culture, folklore, and daily life.

Aromanians were by no means ethnically frustrated because they had
adopted Greek as an instrument of cultural expression. Quite the contrary,
they had the feeling that they were partaking of a superior cultural life, in
which there was sometimes real competition and rivalry. Neophytos
Doukas (1810), one of the Eighteenth-Nineteenth Century champions of
Hellenism, gave special credit to the Vlachs as masters of “Hellenic”
culture considering that frequently they did better than the Greeks
themselves, in terms of cultural effort, owing to their dynamism and
generosity. Indeed, the medieval religious legislation of the Ottoman
Empire had grouped all the Balkan Orthodox Christians as the so-called
Rum mileti, the Romaic or Byzantine people.

Under the influence of the ideas of the Enlightenment and as a result of
a development that is beyond the scope of this study, the Eighteenth
Century witnessed a mutation in the self-awareness of the Eastern
Christian communities that eventually gave rise to forms of modern
national awareness based on nationality, language, and ethnic origins
rather than on confessional affiliation. Given the fresh impetus of
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philosophical thinking, the Greeks rediscovered classic, Pagan, antiquity
and capitalized on it in a different manner than what had previously been
the case with reference to Christian Byzantium. Hellenism, no longer
viewed as a synonym for Paganism, was rehabilitated. Thus, a national
Hellenic culture replaced Christian imperial Romaic culture, and the
Greeks attempted to appropriate the whole patrimony inherited from
Byzantium. Orthodoxy tended to become a Hellenistic variant that began
to prevail in the sense of religion existing in Greek self-awareness. The
Constantinople Patriarchate gradually turned into an instrument of
Hellenism and an intransigent agent of the Greek nationalization of
Eastern Christendom.

At the same time, the other Christian peoples in the Balkan Peninsula
also underwent a similar modernization process. They too wanted to assert
their respective nationalities in higher cultural forms and thus reacted
against this tendency to Hellenize. The struggle between Hellenism and the
nationalisms of the other non-Greek Christian peoples, as well as many
rivalries among the latter, were a major trait of the Nineteenth Century
history of the region. Such struggles also extended into the Twentieth
Century, when the Balkan national states established their boundaries
and in later attempts at the imposition of ethnic homogeneity. These
struggles quite often assumed regrettable degrees of intolerance and
violence.

Moscopolis lay in a typically Balkan environment, one that was in
keeping with what scholars, not very aptly, have called the ethnic
“promiscuity” of the Peninsula. It was an area in which Greeks,
Aromanians, Albanians, and Slavs lived together in a singularly colourful
mosaic and in which, unfortunately, acute tensions and clashes occurred
during the period of national rebirth. During the Byzantine epoch, this
mosaic pattern was what inspired a character called “the
Bulgaroarvanitovlach” or “the Servobulgaroarvanitovlach” in a text written
by a historian of that period. An expression of the (still peaceful)
cosmopolitanism of that region was the fact that Eighteenth Century
Moscopolean scholars began to have what V. Papacostea (1983) described
as “comparative linguistics concern”. Both Daniil the Moscopolean and
Theodore Anastasie Cavaliotti draw up multilingual glossaries and spoke
several Balkan Languages (Greek, Albanian, Aromanian), also using them
in writing. It is to these persons that are owed the first written mention of
Aromanian. In particular, Daniil the Moscopolean assembled his Lexicon
Tetraglosson (Greek, Romanian, Albanian, Bulgarian) integrated into a set
of Introductory Teachings having a religious, scientific, and epistolary
character. Cavaliotti drew up a reading handbook, a Protopeiria, along with
a trilingual – Greek, Aromanian, and Albanian – vocabulary. The purpose
of such writings was to give non-Greeks easier access to the secrets of the
Hellenic cultural language. In the work of Daniil the Moscopolean, the
Hellenic choice was obvious, for he wrote an epigram in which he lobbied
for cultural Hellenization, for “Romanization”, to use his own term. He
claimed that this task could be accomplished by giving up all uncultivated
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barbarian languages and by taking up, instead, the “holy” language of
Greece. Daniil believed that the cultural Hellenization of the Balkan non-
Greek Christians would be the ideal instrument of emancipation, one
capable of doing away with cultural primitivism and perhaps even with
Ottoman rule.

The same idea appeared to be less obvious, if not downright doubtful, to
certain researchers who studied the work of Cavaliotti. The main feature of
Cavaliotti’s thought is his attempt to equalize all the Balkan languages
within an equal opportunity policy intended to give them all fair chances to
improve through direct contact with – or inspiration from – the language of
Greek higher culture. For this reason, Cavaliotti can be viewed as the
forerunner both of Balkan cultural nationalism and of the Aromanian
national emancipation movement. His position can also be inferred from
the fact that his book was published in Venice and was most likely
destroyed by the Patriarchal authorities, not the least because he used the
Latin alphabet. In any case, these two scholars displayed the two basic
tendencies of Aromanian cultural development: the so-called Greek
tendency and the Romanizing tendency (later to become a Romanianizing
tendency).

It is an undisputed truth that, in the second half of the Eighteenth
Century, the written form of the Aromanian dialect was expressed in the
Greek alphabet, first appearing in the Aromanian place of origin, i.e.,
Moscopolis, through a process of cultural assertion of a significant group
of Balkan Vlachs. It has also been proven that the Moscopolean
Aromanian urban area, which was pervaded by progressive ideas and a
strong philosophical spirit, triggered off, if only for practical purposes,
certain comparative linguistic concerns that were deemed capable of
receiving and promoting the spirit of inter-ethnic tolerance and dialogue
between Balkan nationalities. In the modern age, the Aromanian cultural
assertion undoubtedly began under the sign of Christian solidarity and
mutual respect among the Balkan Peninsula nationalities, a proof of
progress and genuine civilization in itself.

3. The Beginnings of Aromanian Written Culture among Aromanian Émigrés
in Central Europe
As Aromanians were almost always merchants or wagon builders by
profession, they were often required for reasons of business to travel to the
Western European countries, to the Habsburg Empire, to Germany, to
Hungary, to the Romanian territories, and to other parts of the world. In
most cases and in most countries, they found themselves in the company
of Greeks who were frequently grouped into a number of merchant
associations in the places in which they settled owing, on the one hand, to
their religious confession and cultural affiliation, and on the other hand, to
their common condition as Ottoman subjects. For this reason, Aromanians
were identified with Greeks and were in no hurry to deny an identity that
could lead to their being granted certain privileges. At the same time, one
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cannot speak of a Balkan Aromanian mass emigration until the Eighteenth
Century. At the end of that Century, a catastrophe took place that entailed
a population movement of precisely this kind. It was the fall of Moscopolis
after several devastating raids launched by Muslim Albanian troops under
the command of Ali Pasha, the Yanina satrap, in the aftermath of the
Russo-Turkish Wars.

It would be beyond the scope of this study to reflect overly much on this
migration of Moscopoleans that was followed or accompanied by
inhabitants of Metsovo, Kalari, and other Pindus or Epirus Aromanian
towns. Many Aromanian patriciate families from these urban centers took
refuge, with all their belongings and their huge amounts of money, mainly
in the Habsburg Empire, later settling either in Vienna, Budapest, or
Miskolc, or in Transylvania, Banat, and even in Germany. Everywhere they
went, they founded chambers of commerce, banks, and industrial
companies. They quickly recovered from the trauma and hardships of
exile, managing to join the Austrian or the Hungarian aristocracy,
acquiring titles of nobility, and gradually melting into the Austrian and the
Hungarian nations or, in the case of those who moved into Transylvania
and Banat, undergoing Romanianization. The following are a few of the
patronymics of these remarkable families: Dumba, Sina, Tirca, Tricupa-
Cosminsky, Mocioni, Gojdu, Şaguna, Gabrovsky, Derra, and Vretovsky.

Aromanian colonies in Central European cities, but mainly in Budapest
and Vienna, flourished very rapidly. As the result of the directions of
cultural development that had begun in the Balkans, these colonies were
affected both by Hellenizing and by national Romanizing tendencies.
However, the general trait of all Aromanians in these centers, irrespective
of their cultural choices, was their careful preservation and manifestation,
under a variety of forms, of their ethnic, Vlach identity. Grouped around
churches of Eastern, i.e., Greek, persuasion, they retained the designation,
Vlach, to emphasize their ethnic individuality in their official and
distinguishing titles. Thus, both the Orthodox Church and the Orthodox
community in Vienna were designated as being “of the Greeks and Vlachs”,
while the privilege through which Emperor Joseph II (1780-1790) granted
certain rights to this community and Church referred to “die Griechische
und Walachische Nation”, i.e., the Greek and Vlach nation. The
commitment to Vlachity can also be observed in the traditional and
endogamous nature of the first generation of descendants of the new
Austrian and Hungarian “barons” of Aromanian origin.

As in the Pindus, Aromanian men only married Aromanian women. At a
later date, in 1815, the city of Budapest was to witness the formal
founding of an Aromanian Ladies Society established for cultural and
philanthropic purposes. According to one of the regulations of the
Budapest Greek-Aromanian Church, one of the priests had to be of
Aromanian origin to be able to hear the confessions of these ladies who,
just as in their native country, spoke no Greek at all.

The Aromanian émigrés in Central Europe who engaged in cultural
Hellenism did not perceive any incompatibility between Christianity and
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philosophy in general, expressed in Greek, and their Vlach ethnic features
that distinguished them from genuine Greeks. The Aromanian brothers,
Siaciştea and Marchide Puliu, who ran a Greek printing press in Vienna,
printed many Hellenic nationalistic texts, among them being Velestinlis
Rigas’s proclamation of Greek independence. They also printed Aromanian
national materials, such as Constantine Ucuta’s primer, to which reference
is made below.

Aromanian families continued to flourish at the upper levels of society
in their foster countries. Thus, the Sina family made important
contributions to the establishment of the Hungarian Agrarian Credit and
the Hungarian Insurance Company, as well as to a number of other
activities and institutions: the railway system and steam navigation, the
dredging of rivers, the Hungarian National Museum, the National Theatre,
the Music Academy, the Corps of Firemen, and the palace of the
Hungarian Academy of Science. At the same time, Baron Simeon George
Sina built the Greek Academy in Athens and worked as a representative of
the Greek King, Otto I, in Berlin, Vienna, and Munich. In addition to being
married to an Aromanian lady from the Ghyka family, this second
generation descendant of an Aromanian, who had settled in the Habsburg
Empire, also had business links with the Romanian territories, and owned
a number of properties in the United Principalities. Some exchanges of
letters indicate that he was involved in certain financial matters with the
Romanian Prince, Alexandru Ioan Cuza. Yet, he did not express any
awareness of Romanianity.

On the other hand, other Central European Aromanians, aware of their
Romanianity, wrote a series of texts that marked the beginning of the
Aromanian national rebirth. The first of these persons was Constantine
Ucuta, a protopope in Posen (Poznan), in former Western Prussia, who
wrote the New Pedagogy, the first Aromanian primer, using the Greek
alphabet, aimed at educating Aromanian children in their mother tongue.
This book was published in 1797 in Vienna. Ucuta’s “Foreword” is a
veritable cultural manifesto for the promotion of Aromanian as a language
of culture. Starting with the words of Saint Paul, “He who prays in a
foreign tongue only does it with his soul, not with his mind” (for he merely
utters or repeats words he cannot understand), Ucuta considered it
necessary for Aromanian children to be able to speak with God in their
own tongue, to develop a truly Christian sense at an intellectual level.
Therefore, in writing his pedagogical book, Ucuta wished to help children
learn their own language. Indeed, he apologized for having borrowed words
and terminology from Greek, mentioning that all languages and cultures
exchange various elements, the Hellenes serving as a loan source for
everybody.

This modest book by the Posen Aromanian protopope marked a step
both in terms of progress in quality and in Aromanian self-awareness, but
it led to a conflict with the Greek clergy and with those Greek intellectuals
under the control of the Oecumenical Patriarchate, which excommunicated
the author and forbade his work on the grounds of heresy. Having been
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born in Moscopolis, Ucuta was no agent of any type of propaganda, but
because he grew up and was educated in a Central European environment
pervaded by Enlightenment ideas and also because he may have been in
contact with North-Danubian Romanians, Ucuta chose to give voice to a
wish that had been developing in the Aromanian environment from which
he had come. The wish itself had evolved as the result of a long evolution.

A second representative of the Aromanian national rebirth was George
Constantine Roja, a physician by profession, who was born in Bitola in
1776, moved to Timişoara when he was an adolescent, and then went to
the University of Budapest. Here he wrote a doctoral thesis titled Research
on the Romanians Who Live Across the Danube (Budapest, 1808) and
signed it, “Vallachus Moschopolitanus”. One year later, Roja produced The
Craftsmanship of Reading in Romanian with Latin Letters which Belong to
Old Romanian (Budapest, 1809), in an attempt to unify the Aromanian
dialect with the Daco-Romanian language and to establish a single literary
language for all Romanians. Through the efforts of Roja, who undoubtedly
kept in touch with various representatives of the Latinist Transylvanian
School, the idea of Aromanian and Daco-Romanian unity became a
component of the ideology of the Aromanian national rebirth. By virtue of
the unity of the North- and South-Danubian Romanians  and their
common Latinity, Roja argued that the Latin alphabet should be used to
write Aromanian. Possibly under the influence of the Greek linguistic
mentality, he also tried to create a common cultural language.

Theodor Capidan (1932) also identified the likely influence of the
Transylvanian School which, through the efforts of Petru Maior, had
attempted to develop a Romanian literary language, borrowing Aromanian
elements as part of his effort. Roja disagreed with Cavaliotti over the
question of written Aromanian. This disagreement was interesting, for it
reflected in one of the latter’s contemporaries a divergent position, but one
that was only divergent in terms of the written aspect and had nothing to
do with his intention of cultivating the Aromanian dialect. One can
conclude that Cavaliotti himself was not only a supporter of the study of
Aromanian but also of its cultivation. What cannot be doubted is the
continuity of intellectual links between the Moscopolean scholars in the
previous generation and Roja who, given his contacts with the
Transylvanian School, the Daco-Romanians, and the Central European
environment during the Enlightenment, continued to work for Aromanian
cultural assertion, enriching the ideology of this movement with the idea of
Aromanian and Daco-Romanian unity.

Roja’s history must have enjoyed a wide audience, judging by its, large
for the time, print run of 637 copies. He turned into a sort of Aromanian
literary font who, many decades later, inspired the efforts of George Murnu
to enrich the Romanian literary language. Roja can be considered the
Aromanian representative of the Latinist school and the founder of the
Aromanian branch of this school, along with its specific problems.

The third mastermind of the movement at the beginning of the
Nineteenth Century for the national assertion of Central European
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Aromanians was Mihail G. Boiagi who was born in 1780, in Budapest, into
an Aromanian family whose place of origin was Albania and who died in
1842 or 1843. He was the author of a Romanian or Macedo-Vlach
Grammar published in 1813 in Vienna. Although it was written in German
and Greek, it included an anthology of Aromanian texts. A keen supporter
of Aromanian Romanity, Boiagi conceived his grammar to be an answer to
the attacks of Neophytos Doukas. The latter opposed the use of Romanian
in its Aromanian hypostasis as a language of culture, the attempts of the
Aromanians to free themselves from the Greek cultural sphere, and their
efforts to establish themselves as a nation of their own, thus seceding from
the Greek world.

Boiagi’s “Foreword” to his own grammar is filled with national pride and
common sense. At the same time, it is pervaded by a very special national
pathos. Defending the principle of the cultivation of national languages,
one that had special significance in the Aromanian case, the author
exclaims: “even if the Romanians were Hottentots [Khoi-Khoi], they would
still have the right and the obligation to improve themselves in their own
language”. As for Neophytos Doukas’s remarks about the small changes
needed to polish the Aromanian dialect, Boiagi replied that the language
will refine itself in parallel with the cultivation of the spirit, which is yet
another generally valid principle. In response to the publication of Boiagi’s,
Grammar, the Patriarchy decided to blacklist the book and to
excommunicate the author, even though he continued to be a teacher in
the Vienna Greek school.

It was Max Demeter Peyfuss (1974, 1989) who emphasized the links
existing between Boiagi and Serbian and Slovene progressive circles. Also,
Peyfuss (1974, 1989) stressed the fact that Boiagi had made special efforts
to emancipate the Aromanian spoken tongue from the rule of the Greek
literary language, placing him in the context of similar attempts made by
intellectuals of other Balkan peoples. According to Peyfuss (1974, 1989),
Jernej Bartolomej Kopitar published his Slovenian grammar in 1808; Vuk
Karadjić came out with a Serbian grammar in 1814; Neophyt Rilskij
printed a Bulgarian grammar in 1835; while the victory of demotic Greek,
following Adamantios Koraïs’s efforts in the Eighteenth Century, would
only be made evident in 1888, thanks to Jannis Psycharis.

Owing to the three masterminds cited above, the Aromanian cultural
rebirth at the end of the Eighteenth and the beginning of the Nineteenth
Centuries inaugurated a trend of ideas with a well-articulated doctrine. It
was equally linked to progressive thinking among Central European
peoples and to the trend started by the Transylvanian School among Daco-
Romanians, albeit with specific differences, in the latter case.

The Aromanian rebirth, however, is perceived as an intellectual
movement with strong Balkan roots and as a result of the development of
the Aromanians themselves. Given the favourable circumstances of their
assertion in the Central Europe of Emperor Joseph II, Aromanian scholars
developed a tradition of their own and joined the Transylvanian Romanian
militants in their effort to generate a better perception of Romanian
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culture. A large number of impulses, ideas, and linguistic elements
travelled both ways in this relationship.

The Greek response was strong and negative. While unable to prevent
the further development of the movement, the Greek authorities restricted
it to the centers of the Aromanian diaspora.

Among the Aromanian scholars who made their voices heard during
this period of rebirth, it is necessary to mention a few less famous writers
such as Nicholas Ianovici, who compiled a dictionary in five languages
(classical Greek, modern Greek, Aromanian, German, and Hungarian), and
perhaps Georg Montan, author of a Brief History of the Vlach Nation in
Dacia and Macedonia, completed in Budapest, in 1819, in German, and of
other works. Although Ianovici never published his dictionary, leaving it in
manuscript form (and available for consultation at the Library of the
Romanian Academy), the result of his efforts was important, thanks to the
ideas they supported. Of Moscopolean origin, the author pleaded for a
common Romanity of Aromanians and Daco-Romanians and, in support of
his argument, favoured the Latinizing tendency in the written Aromanian
dialect, suggesting that certain Graecisms be replaced by Latinizing
neologisms. The samples of the Aromanian dialect that he cited reflect the
situation of Moscopolean Aromanian at the time he wrote.

Although Montan had a name of Latin consonance, one cannot be
totally certain that he was Aromanian. M. D. Peyfuss (1974, 1999),
however, argues that he definitely was Aromanian, invoking, among other
things, the fact that he was acquainted with the Aromanian and the
Balkan environment, as can also be seen in some of his other works, as
well as the support given to him by Aromanian families in the Habsburg
Empire and by Aromanian ladies in Budapest for the publication of his
historical works. In this regard, Roja’s influence could also be noticed.
Montan’s historical texts, pervaded as they were by the ideas of a common
Romanity and of a unity between Aromanians and Daco-Romanians,
served to heighten the dissemination of the ideology of Aromanian rebirth
in the wider circles of Romanian and Central European society.

In addition to all these writings, one should also mention several
religious manuscripts that have been discovered over the years, some of
which have been published. They reveal that a written form of Aromanian
existed at the time, both in the Balkan Peninsula and within the
Aromanian colonies in the Habsburg Empire. The writers of these
documents did not include those Aromanians who expressed themselves
in Greek, but whose national awareness could be certified by what they
wrote in Greek. The latter included Dimitri Nicholas Darvari, Constantine
I. Darvari, Constantine Immanuel Ghyka of Djanfalva, John Nicolidis of
Pindo, and Basil Papa Eftimiu.

4. Pre-Nineteenth Century Daco-Romanians and Balkan Romanians
The medieval traditions of Romania have not preserved memories of any
common origins of Daco-Romanians and of Balkan Romanians or any
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information about contacts and co-operation between the two groups.
Likewise, nothing is said in these traditions about existing contacts
between the Asenid Romanians and the Bulgarians. Later on, however,
Romanian humanist historical narratives in all three of the historical
provinces of North-Danubian Romania (Moldavia, Walachia, and
Transylvania), would constantly assert the linguistic unity and the
common origin of the ancient Daco-Romanians and the Balkan Peninsula
Romanians, relying on both written sources and the direct knowledge of
certain Aromanians who had travelled to the North-Danubian Romanian
territories.

It would be totally wrong to assume that it was only out of sheer
political opportunism that this idea of the national and linguistic unity of
Daco-Romanians and Balkan Romanians appears in the Nineteenth
Century within the corpus of Romanian culture. Such can be inferred from
the results of some research undertaken in the Balkan world. It would be
misleading to believe that this idea was the exclusive product of Romanian
scholars. It is in fact as old as Romanian humanist writing itself, and it
appears even earlier, in the works of certain foreign humanists such as the
Byzantine author, Laonikos Chalcocondyles in the Sixteenth Century, to
cite one of the first exponents of the idea.

The interest in the “Cotso-Vlachs”, but also in the Asenid Haemus
Vlachs, with which the former are identified, has been evident in
Romanian historical writing since the end of the Seventeenth and the
beginning of the Eighteenth Centuries. The short chronicle written by
Nicholas Milescu the Sword Bearer (Nicolae Milescu Spătarul), that was
taken up again by Constantine “the High Steward” Cantacuzino (1958), as
well as by Miron Costin (1959) and Dimitrie Cantemir (1901), devotes a
number of pages to Balkan Romanians. It describes their Romanic
ethnicity along with their linguistic unity with the Daco-Romanians, with
whom they seemed to have an overlapping identity. Miron Costin (1959)
claimed that he had the opportunity to speak to a number of Aromanians
and that, by doing so, was able to get to know their language and to check
his scholarly information straight from the source. As is well known, D.
Cantemir theorized that a union developed between the Romanian
territories and the Asenid Bulgaro-Vlach empire. He also referred to the
kinship, which existed between the latter, on the one hand, and the Muşat
and the Bassarab dynasties, on the other hand.

The Transylvanian School represented both by its leaders, Gheorghe
Şincai, Samuil Micu (1963), and Petru Maior, and by its less well-known
partisans, clearly argued for the common origin, as well as the linguistic
and national unity of the Daco-Romanians and of all the Balkan
Romanians. The latter were perceived as the successors of those Romans
who were moved from Dacia to lands South of the Danube by Emperor
Aurelian, in 271. This school drew up a systematic, complete, source-
inspired, and (a bit over-) rigorously articulated representation of the origin
and the evolution of Eastern Romanity and of the Romanian people,
viewed as an ethnic and linguistic whole. The Transylvanian School
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continued Cantemir’s tradition, from which it borrowed the critical
elements of his view of Romanian history. At the same time, it took
advantage of the available written sources and of Western scholarly texts,
but, as already stated, it also used information gleaned from Aromanian
émigrés in Central Europe and from scholars who initiated an Aromanian
rebirth, the starting point of which was Balkan Moscopolis. The
Transylvanian School responded to the latter by providing cultural and
ideological support. The idea of Romanity was the meeting ground of
Aromanian and Transylvanian intellectuals, while resistance to intolerant
Hellenism proved to be a common reaction of both Romanian and
Aromanian scholars committed to the assertion of their Romanity.

At no time during the age of humanism of Romanian culture or during
the century of the Enlightenment did co-operation between Aromanians
and Romanians go beyond the scope of cultural activities. The Central
European Aromanians did not relinquish the privileges from which they
benefited because of their “Greek” status or the ranks they achieved in the
Habsburg Empire, nor did they rush in to identify themselves blatantly
with the Romanians in the Principalities during the period of the
Phanariots. Neither Aromanian émigrés, nor the Aromanians who
remained in their places of origin, nor South-Danubian Romanians
conceived of any systematic political action, during the period of “the first
Aromanian rebirth”, to organize the future of the Balkan Vlachs. While
incessantly asserting their ethnic and linguistic individuality, trying to
increase it, and rediscovering their common origins with the Daco-
Romanians, the Central European Aromanians remained attached to their
traditional connections with the Greek world. In this respect, their
attitudes were similar to those of their brothers who had never left their
native lands. They continued to think, as pointed out below, of a
“Romanic” restoration, of an Eastern Christian Empire of Hellenic cultural
expression, but one that respected their rights and their ethnic features.
For this reason, they massively and decisively participated in the struggle
of the Greek people for political emancipation. Those Aromanians who
settled individually in the Romanian territories, about whom future
investigations will reveal new information, simply allowed themselves to be
assimilated by the local people. The same was true of the Greeks who
decided to remain in Romania during the centuries of Ottoman rule.

The success of the national idea in the spirit of the century, the
radicalization of the Southeastern European national movements, the
union of the Romanian Principalities of Walachia and of Moldavia, and the
emergence, through the Forty-Eighters, of a clearly stated democratic,
national, and political ideal which envisaged the creation of a Romanian
state for all Romanians changed this situation. Another significant
contribution to this change was that of the various Balkan national
movements that aimed at the establishment of national states in the
region. Thus, in the Nineteenth Century, Aromanians had to face the
pressures of full-blown nationalism in the Peninsula and, in their turn, set
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for themselves an agenda of their own for the cultural and political
assertion of their nationality.

D. BEGINNINGS OF THE SECOND AROMANIAN REBIRTH

1. Genesis of the “Aromanian Issue”
Researchers stress that Nicolae Bălcescu, the central figure of the
Romanian movement of the “Forty-Eighters”, unambiguously expressed
the idea of the possible contribution of the Aromanians to the progressive
evolution of the Romanian state. In a letter to Ion Ghica, dated 1 October
1848, Bălcescu declared that he would have liked to settle among the
Pindus Romanians so as to assist them in their cultural and civic
improvement, confident that a day would come when “they will prove
useful to us where they are and where they live” (Bălcescu, 1940).

Obviously, Bălcescu had discovered the Aromanians before his post-
revolutionary period of exile. All the historical writing of the time,
particularly that of M. Kogălniceanu (1837), claimed the Aromanians as
part and parcel of the Romanian people and drew what appeared to be the
obvious conclusions. Their names could be found in Romanian history
books and even in the titles of various works. What was really new was the
attitude toward this issue in terms of political practice, as well as the
degree of excitement it brought into being in the United Principalities after
1848 and especially after 1859. This period was the beginning of “the
second Aromanian rebirth”, which was nothing more than a continuation
of the first period of rebirth that had occurred in Central European cities,
at the start of the century.

The effects of this rebirth were the following. It entailed the appearance
of a mass Aromanian national awareness. Aromanians were recognized as
a distinct nationality by the other Balkan Christians and as a branch of
the Romanian people by European diplomacy. A dialectal Romanian
written culture made its presence known. Balkan Aromanians began to
benefit from cultural autonomy under a Romanian protectorate. As the
Aromanian issue became international, it turned into a component of the
whole Eastern problem.

One cannot afford to neglect the part Aromanians themselves played in
the genesis of the Aromanian issue. While in the Balkan Peninsula,
Aromanians were trained mentally for a national political action of their
own, they lacked the means to draw up a well articulated agenda. They
had been disappointed, on the one hand, by the Hellenism which they had
served (and which had become intolerant in the aftermath of Greek
success). On the other hand, the very creation of a Greek state led, along
with the religious ideology propagated by the Oecumenical Patriarchate, to
the promotion of a Balkan pan-Hellenism of a sort that threatened the
national individualities of all of Eastern Christendom. Aromanians could
only feel frustrated and rise up in revolt when faced with the repressive
measures taken by the Patriarchate in regard to authors who had
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published Aromanian books and were promoting Aromanian ethnic and
linguistic individuality.

They had the same reaction to Greek nationalist ideas when zealously
propagated in the name of Orthodox Christianity by such people as Cosma
the Etolian who managed to turn many Epirus Romanian villages into
fanatical nuclei of support for the Hellenic cause. Unlike them, the
Aromanians in the Principalities, who had come into contact with Daco-
Romanians and with their movement of national assertion, did not need
much prodding to turn into intrepid fighters for the Aromanian cause.

Dimitrie Bolintineanu’s personality is truly representative of this
category of people. A poet and a politician, he was the son of an Aromanian
who had settled in Romania and had married a Romanian woman. All his
life he was one of the ardent fighters for the preservation of the linguistic
and ethnic individuality of the Aromanians and for their recognition as
part of the Romanian people. He became the promoter of a political and
cultural movement that involved Aromanians such as the poet, Grigore
Haralambie Grandea of Metsovo, Dimitrie Cozacovici, also of Metsovo, who
was very attached to Mihail G. Boiagi, and to Ion Câmpineanu’s confident,
the poet Mihai Niculescu of Târnovo. Other Aromanians linked to
Bolintineanu were Yisu Sideri and Toma Tricopol of Crushevo, and
Dimitrie Atanasescu of Târnova, a picturesque tailor and schoolteacher
whose entire life was devoted to wandering and fighting for Aromanian
interests. Bolintineanu’s movement also involved outstanding personalities
of the 1848 revolutionary movement and of Romanian political life,
including Ion C. Brătianu, Cezar Bolliac, Christian Tell, and Vasile
Alexandrescu Urechia.

D. Bolintineanu submitted to the Porte the first memorials about the
condition of the Aromanians and drew up their political agenda, with a
clear definition of its objective. The latter called for the preservation of the
national characteristics of the Aromanians through an intensive use of
their language in their own schools and churches, with the support of the
Romanian state. Bolintineanu also articulated a foreign policy framework
for the Aromanians that opted for continued loyalty to the Porte, in
accordance with the policy of the Romanian state. In making this effort,
Bolintineanu advised Aromanians to refrain from anti-Ottoman
revolutionary movements, at least for the time being. The poet himself
compared the Aromanians to the Transylvania Romanians whose objective
was – at least at that stage – survival. Nevertheless, he had an open mind
in regard to the most daring hopes for the “mysterious” future. As a
minister of public education, Bolintineanu took care to implement this
agenda, while as a writer, he promoted the Aromanian cause that was
already underway and wrote well-known Macedonian poems. His work was
cultivated by other poets, such as H. Grandea. Finally, he conceived his
Voyage to Macedonia Romanians partly as a work of bookish fiction
(according to Theodor Capidan, 1942), but also as an instrument of
political propaganda. Enthusiastic, generous, and careful at the same
time, Bolintineanu’s line managed to set the norm for decades on end so
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far as the policy of the Romanian state in regard to the Aromanian issue
was concerned. Taken up by the Liberal Party, this attitude was later
shared by the Conservatives as well. Its later abandonment by right wing
circles and by certain leftists in the Twentieth Century had a lasting
negative impact on many efforts, the ultimate purpose of which was to
recover the Aromanians for the Romanian nation.
2. Memorials and Manifestos
Among the activities (mainly the writing of memorials) which preceded the
systematic organization of the struggle for the Aromanian reawakening in
the second half of the Nineteenth Century, special attention needs to be
devoted to Bolintineanu’s memorials addressed to Grigore Ghica between
1849 and 1856 that influenced the specific measures taken by Prince
Alexandru Ioan Cuza to organize an education system for the Aromanians.
Although his intentions were not put into final form, Bolintineanu’s
memorials to Fuad Pasha, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Porte and later
Grand Vizier, were the means by which he made a number of suggestions
for ways to improve the lot of Aromanians in the Ottoman Empire. Starting
with the years 1853-1854, he proposed the reestablishment of the
organization of Aromanians into a militia-like structure, able to protect
public roads and mountain passes, the building of schools and churches
in which teaching and religious services would take place in the
Aromanian language, and the transformation of the Aromanian
communities into a security factor for the Ottoman Empire.

Later, I. C. Brătianu’s 1853 memorial to Louis Napoleon also tackled
the Aromanian issue as did Anastase Panu’s 1863 memorial, also to Louis
Napoleon, through which the author suggested that the Aromanians be
organized autonomously under the authority of the French Emperor. They
would thus become agents of French policy in the East, at the obvious
expense of the Porte. A number of manifestos such as those written in
1856 (in the Aromanian language) and in 1859 in Greek (Cozacovici’s
appeal signed by C. Tell, D. Bolintineanu, C. A. Rosetti, and C. Bolliac)
targeted Romanian but mainly Aromanian public opinion, inviting the
latter to make their own cultural assertion. In 1858, D. Bolintineanu and
Gr. H. Grandea founded a journal called Dîmboviţa, which turned into a
solid propaganda instrument for the Aromanian cause and pioneered the
appearance of a number of periodicals linked to this movement (in 1868,
Grandea produced the first issue of the Pindus Bee).

This concern for the Aromanian issue drew the attention of foreign
powers interested in the situation in the East. The first consular report on
the matter addressed to a European power was the work of the French
consul, Emile Poujade, in the first years of the 1860s.

In 1860, D. Cozacovici, another Aromanian protagonist of the
Aromanian reawakening, initiated the founding in Bucharest of a Macedo-
Romanian Committee among the members of which were such
personalities as the Goga brothers, Mihal Niculescu, Yisu Sideri, and Toma
Tricopol. Consisting exclusively of Aromanian businessmen and men of
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letters who were linked – either by tradition or in person – to the previous
generation of militants for Aromanian rebirth (D. Cozacovici had been a
friend of Boiagi), this Committee gave proof of the existence of a strong
Aromanian initiative, one that was far more than the artificial product of
the Romanian government and intelligentsia.

Obviously, the rebirth of Aromanian national awareness could only gain
its strength and scope from contact with Daco-Romanians as well as from
constant support by Romanian public opinion and society, and by the
Romanian State. The question is, could any other instance have offered
this support? None of the Balkan nations was willing to recognize the
ethnic and linguistic individuality of the Aromanians. The Greeks had
proved this point with a vengeance through the repressive measures taken
by the Patriarchate against the cultural works of the Central European
Aromanian émigrés. Their intolerance was also made manifest in their
relationships with the other Balkan Orthodox peoples, upon whom they
wished to impose Hellenism in the guise of the “true” faith, as well as
through religious Byzantinism. The future was to give rise to even more
painful proofs of the incompatibility of various forms of reckless Balkan
nationalism and the Aromanian wish to preserve their ethnic and linguistic
individuality. Initiated by Aromanians who lived in a Daco-Romanian
environment, the movement for national rebirth on the part of the
Aromanians was made possible by the fundamental role played by the
Romanian State in terms of propaganda and protection. Without this
external support, the Aromanians, as a distinct ethnic group, would only
have survived for a few generations. They would not have been able to
develop a culture of their own in the pressing framework of modern
nationalism in the Balkan states.

The late contact of Aromanians with North-Danubian Romanianism
lent an unmistakable meaning to their movement. Through the
reawakening of their nationality and their coming into contact with an
already established Romanian culture, Aromanians could only become
Romanians, in their turn, by adopting a literary national language slightly
different from their own dialect. This being the case, they necessarily
turned into agents of Balkan Romanianism. As a result, they came to be
looked upon in highly suspicious ways, and it was this very problem of
suspicion that made many of them give up their national ideal and resign
themselves to becoming Greeks, Serbs, Bulgarians, and Albanians. The
alternative was to become Romanian and to emigrate to Romania. Thus,
the Romanian State recovered the energies of the Aromanians that had
been on the verge of estrangement, but the price to be paid was that the
Aromanians had to resettle in Romania. That this solution occurred is
proof that both Bolintineanu and Grandea were epitomes of their own
nation. In the long run, Bălcescu’s idea was as Utopian as it was noble. Its
romantic spirit was to be frequently transgressed by the political
pragmatism of a Romanian State that was forced to face the real-life
challenges of the time.
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The Romanian State first expressed official concern for the Aromanians
in 1860, thus turning their case into a Southeastern European issue.
Costache Negri, the Romanian diplomatic envoy to Constantinople, lobbied
the Porte on behalf of the Aromanians, requesting the improvement of their
status. In 1862, Anastase Panu, a former Moldavian caimacan of
Aromanian descent, drew up a comprehensive list of Romanian claims
concerning the Aromanians. This agenda now tied the Aromanian issue to
the monasteries that were to undergo secularization according to the 1848
Proclamation of Islaz. Panu’s programme, which the State decided to take
up at a later date, included the following points: (i) Education for a number
of Aromanians in Romania; (ii) the creation of Romanian cultural
institutions in Thessaly, Macedonia, and Epirus with money obtained by
the secularization of the monasteries (12,000 ducats); (iii) the formal
lobbying of the Porte and the major protecting power (Russia) for the
carrying out of this agenda; (iv) the re-establishment of the Ohrid
archbishopric to include an Aromanian bishopric. Although attracted by
this project, Prince Cuza hesitated to implement it because he feared that
it would make the relationship with Greece even more sensitive than it
was.

Panu’s agenda was nevertheless gradually put into practice. Two
Aromanians led the efforts to establish a network of Romanian schools in
the Balkans: Dimitrie Atanasescu, the teacher and former tailor of
Târnovo, and Archimandrite Averkie (Anastasie Iaciu Buda) of the Athonite
monastery of Iviron.

Having travelled to many Ottoman Empire cities and also to Russia,
Atanasescu responded to D. Cozacovici’s 1859 appeal to create Romanian
schools in the Balkan Peninsula. As he wanted to become a schoolteacher,
he went to Bucharest, contacted C. Bolliac, and having learned the
Romanian literary language, he finished his education at the Bassarab
High School, with the support of Bolliac and his family.

In 1864, D. Cozacovici approached Prince Alexandru Ioan Cuza and
asked for help in founding a Romanian school in Târnovo. After being
granted material support to set up this school, he initiated a strong
campaign as the result of which he established other Romanian schools as
well, even though he had to combat the Greek religious authorities
supported by the Ottoman Empire.

Atanasescu, who became a writer of textbooks, a teacher, and a founder
of schools, set a lifelong example to be followed by other apostles of the
Aromanian national reawakening. He fought fiercely, suffered serious
material losses, went through severe physical and moral pains, and was
arrested and then released. Although Atanasescu’s textbooks were
confiscated and burned, he eventually achieved his ambitions. He
published textbooks with a total print-run of 21,000 copies that he
distributed free of charge to pupils. He continued to be the same
enthusiastic fighter and disseminator of national ideas until his final hour,
toward the end of the Nineteenth Century. By his activities and destiny,
Atanasescu illustrated the scope, the limitations, and the possibilities of
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the Aromanian national cultural rebirth. His personal initiative, that
lacked the support of a state-organized movement, was a very good
example of Aromanian spontaneity in adhering to the agenda of the Forty-
Eighters.

Archimandrite Averkie, the second Aromanian protagonist of the
Aromanian national rebirth, showed how propitious the spiritual context
was for a national reawakening among the members of the Aromanian
clergy, following their contact with Daco-Romanians. He was born in
Avdela, but grew up in Selia, near where his uncle, Alexie Bardă
(Badralexi), lived. Having lost his father and discovering his vocation for
monasticism, Averkie, whose lay name was Anastasie Iaciu Buda, ran
away from his guardian’s house and joined the Athonite monks.

After he had become an Iviron Superior and archimandrite, and
because he was committed to the interests of the Monastery in which he
had taken his clerical vows, he was sent to Romania to resolve certain
problems concerning the Radu Vodă Monastery, a branch of the Iviron
Monastery and which was involved, along with other monasteries, in a
dispute, to be settled in court over real estate. He had already become
friendly with General Christian Tell during the post-1848 visit of the latter
to Athos as a political exile rather than as an émigré. Through his
relationship with Tell, Averkie became familiar with a number of Romanian
politicians. According to his grandson, Ioan Şomu Tomescu, during his
contacts with Romanian intellectual circles, Averkie came to realize that
there was a difference between the status of the Aromanians under
Hellenic domination and the condition of Romanians in a free country. He
expressed his admiration for the existence of a Romanian written culture.
As a result, he decied to help Aromanians develop their national existence
through a written culture of their own.

Although Averkie was committed to monasticism, could not be accused
of betraying the interests of Athos on the issue of the secularized
monasteries, he supported the founding of Romanian schools and even the
introduction of the Romanian language into Aromanian churches. It was
he who first looked after Ioan Şomu Tomescu, getting him to Bucharest
and training him to become a schoolteacher. He did the same with other
groups of Aromanian children for exactly the same purpose. He was also
the head of the Pedagogical Institute that was founded for the same reason
in Bucharest and that functioned between 1865 and 1870. Returning to
the Balkans, Averkie died after a number of conflicts with the Greek clergy
brought about by his nationalist activities. Moderately reliable family
sources and traditions claim that Averkie was poisoned by certain
protagonists of Hellenism.

Related to Averkie, Professor Ioan J. Caragiani (1929-1941), who had
settled in Iaşi, was yet another promoter of the Aromanian national
reawakening. Later, he would be involved in negotiations with the
Albanians in order to establish a common Romanian-Albanian political
autonomy in the Peninsula. Moreover, I. J. Caragiani became known for
laying the basis for Aromanian “scientific” historiography (1929-1941).
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Of the three personalities who implemented the plans drawn up by the
first leaders of the Aromanian national reawakening movement, not one of
them could be qualified in any way as a vulgar and obedient agent of the
Romanian State, despite what various Balkan historians have claimed.
Although Dimitrie Atanasescu, Archimandrite Averkie, and Ioan Caragiani
did link their movement to Romanian society and to the Romanian State,
they did so because of the logic of common origins that could not help but
become apparent as time went on. All three of them, Balkan Romanians,
they were outstanding personalities, firm in their beliefs and inspired by
an ideal for which they made many material and social sacrifices. The deep
echo of their works among Aromanians, the rapid success of the schools
that they founded, and the development of Romanian education in the
Peninsula proved that they responded to a genuine Aromanian aspiration
that had been prepared over a long period of historical development.

3. The “Aromanian Issue” between 1879 and the First World War
The goal of the next pages is to merely provide an outline of the evolution
of the Aromanian issue in a period when it was a top priority of Balkan
policy, between 1879 and 1919, when the Aromanian national rebirth
reached its peak.

The year 1879 witnessed the founding of the Bucharest Society for
Macedo-Romanian Culture. Chaired by Calinic Miclescu, the Primate of
Romania, and having Vasile Alexandrescu Urechia as its secretary, the
institution was led by a Council made up of thirty-five personalities. These
included Dimitrie and Ion Ghica, Dumitru Brătianu, C. A. Rosetti, Ion
Câmpineanu, Gh. Chiţt, Nicolae Ionescu, Christian Tell, Menelas
Ghermani, Dr. Ioan Kalinderu, D. A. Sturdza, Titu Maiorescu, Vasile
Alecsandri, and Ioan Caragiani. As it had a legal status, the Society
represented the genuine core of the Aromanian rebirth movement.
Although the Society was not a government body, it had highly unusual
responsibilities, such as the right to issue documents attesting civil status,
including certificates of nationality intended to assist Aromanians in
obtaining Romanian citizenship with comparatively reduced bureaucratic
efforts. Since it was a representative structure for the Aromanians, the
Society also guided and coordinated their education in the Romanian
language. Its initial objectives were to establish a Romanian bishopric for
Aromanians and a boarding school for young people who were studying in
Turkey, to raise funds and to subsidize the publication of Aromanian
journals and books, and to support the Church. Beginning in 1880, the
Society issued an Aromanian journal called Brotherhood for Justice, but it
could only continue this effort for one year. Still, in 1880, it published a
Macedo-Romanian album with 173 Romanian and foreign contributions to
the cause.

The fact that the Society for Macedo-Romanian Culture was founded in
1879 was not purely coincidental. Immediately after gaining full state
independence in 1878, Romania had the opportunity to freely develop a
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foreign policy of its own and used this Society to express its legitimate
claim to play a part in the Balkans. However, this claim never implied
territorial annexations, only the strengthening of Aromanian cultural
autonomy. The Society functioned until 1948.

What were the results of the work carried out by the Society for
Macedo-Romanian Culture in co-operation with the Romanian State? The
first result was the inauguration, despite the opposition of the
Oecumenical Patriarchate, of a large network of Romanian schools
throughout the Balkan territories of the Ottoman Empire. The Patriarchate
had finally to give in to the idea, after a Vizier’s order, issued on 12
September 1879, granted the Romanians the right to open national
schools on the territory and under the protection of the Ottoman Empire.
On the eve of the Balkan Wars, there were over 100 Romanian primary
schools in the Ottoman Empire, as well as several secondary schools,
including a high school in Bitola and a trade school in Salonika. Although
these schools all required their students to pay tuition fees, they were
subsidized by the Romanian state. The Romanian budget for the year 1914
allocated 815,000 lei for the schools in Macedonia.

The Aromanian schools outside Romania were placed under the direct
authority of the Romanian State that appointed all the teachers. They were
also subordinated to a General Inspectorate. For several decades, this
Inspectorate was headed by Apostol Margarit, whose role of overwhelming
importance in the success of the struggle for the Aromanian national
reawakening was only clouded by certain examples of personal abuse on
his part as well as by his increasing dictatorial and subjective attitudes,
that were observed near the end of his career. These problems were
somewhat damaging to what had been the good results of Romanian
propaganda. Attempts to place the schools under the authority of local
ephors ultimately failed. This fact proved that the Romanian educational
work in Macedonia, where, as Take Ionescu very wisely put it, the schools
were seeking pupils, not the other way round, was forced to rely on the
guidance of the Romanian state.

The Romanian schools in the Ottoman Empire were highly successful.
They produced generations of graduates, many of whom later chose to
settle in Romania. Yet, the main problem for these schools was that of
persuading Aromanians to remain in their native environments. This goal
could not be accomplished. Many people tried to think of possible
explanations or remedies. The truth was that the only power which
tolerated the development of the Romanian education system was the
Ottoman Empire. The other Balkan nationalities displayed an open
hostility to the Romanian education system, for they were competing for
the Ottoman legacy even before the formal collapse of the Empire, ready to
partition it as best they could. The support of Romanianism could be
interpreted as engaging in open combat against all the Christian
nationalities in Macedonia.

The reasons for which the Aromanians educated in these schools
emigrated were numerous. There was, first of all, the growing hostility of
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the Balkan environment to the Aromanians. Secondly, there was the
appeal of the many professional opportunities available in Romania for
persons educated in the Romanian language. Even the disputes among the
various political factions of the Romanian parties had an impact on school
life and subsequently on the decision to emigrate or not to emigrate.

As for church organization, its progress did not match the positive
evolution of the education system. Although on 16 June 1889, the
Patriarchate finally permitted the use of the Romanian language in
churches built by Aromanians, its attitude, in principle, remained aloof, if
not hostile, either openly or through well-hidden manoeuvres. On 27 June
1891, a Sultan’s irade was promulgated, authorizing the use of the
Romanian language in Aromanian churches and the use of Romanian
books during religious services. Despite all efforts and in spite of an
attempt, in 1896, to elect Antim, who was known to support the
Aromanian cause, as the Ohrid metropolitan bishop, there were no
possibilities of establishing an Aromanian bishopric able to free the
Aromanians from the authority of the Greek church and to support their
unhindered development.

Catholic propaganda, conducted mainly by a Lazarist named Faveyral
of Bitola, was strongly directed toward the conversion of the Aromanians.
Apostol Margarit was linked to certain attempts to bring about a religious
union with Rome. However, one has to be very careful when discussing
what were in fact rumours rather than real attempts. There are, of course,
solid grounds to suspect that Margarit co-operated with France, the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the Holy See. He tried to rely on support
from the Western powers concerned and from their representatives in the
Ottoman world, with a certain encouragement from the Romanian
government which signed a secret treaty of alliance with Austria in 1883,
thus enabling him to accomplish his own national purposes. However,
there is no proof that Margarit was ever an Austro-Hungarian agent or a
secret agent in the service of Catholicism, as was claimed by the hostile
Greek Oecumenical Patriarchate.

As for certain attempts of Aromanians to unite with Rome according to
the example of the Asenids, the attempts in question were the sudden
expression of various political frustrations rather than a decision born out
of a deeply rooted belief. In reality, the Aromanian community was too
attached to the Orthodox tradition to make such a shift. This tradition was
a critical element in its national consciousness. Here was yet another proof
of the genuineness of a national aspiration that ran as deep as ancient
Orthodoxy.

But the most important success of Romanian diplomacy and of the
Aromanian community in the Ottoman Empire were the irades of 9 and 22
May 1905 that recognized Aromanians as a milet and gave them the right
to organize themselves into separate communities. In this way,
administrative autonomy was granted to Romanian villages that were
recognized as institutions belonging to a nationality that was different from
that of the other Balkan ethnic groups. This achievement was the work of
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Alexandru E. Lahovary, the Romanian envoy to Constantinople, who co-
operated with the envoys of other European powers, particularly that of
Germany, that was known to be on excellent terms with the Porte at that
time. The fact that the Sultan recognized the Romanian nationality in his
own empire fully consolidated the national rebirth of the Aromanians and
sealed their ethnic and linguistic identity with the Romanians who lived in
Romania. Thus, the Sultan’s act marked the formal recognition of
Aromanians as a Romanian minority and granted them a status that
would persist after the dismemberment of imperial Turkey. But this act
was also an anticipated form of revenge exacted by the Ottomans on the
Balkan peoples who later started to fight each other over their legacy.

It did not take long for the irade to be questioned. Even before its
promulgation, during confrontations focused on Macedonia, which many
states were keen on annexing, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece tried to attract
the Aromanians to their respective sides using both peaceful means and
terror. The various Bulgarian and Greek partisan groups (komitadgies) that
periodically raided Macedonia ultimately failed in their efforts. Especially
after the irade was promulgated, the Greeks tried to intimidate the
Aromanians through terrorist attacks, setting houses on fire and killing
schoolteachers, priests, and other notables in order to persuade them to
give up the implementation of the new law. The Aromanians
spontaneously organized themselves into armed groups that took action in
response to previous violence, but the Romanian state emphatically turned
down all their requests for weapons. King Carol I himself firmly rejected
the idea of treating together the claims of Aromanian armed groups and
those of peaceful religious groups. On the other hand, at the diplomatic
level, the Romanian government took a strong stance against these acts of
terrorism. A serious crisis affected the initially good relations between the
Greek and the Romanian governments, but fortunately, a solution was
found owing to the tactful and patriotic attitude of political leaders such as
Take Ionescu and Eleutherios Venizelos.

Happily satisfied by the recognition of both their ethnic individuality
and their cultural and administrative rights, the Aromanians were dealt a
harsh blow in the aftermath of the Balkan Wars. The August 1913 Treaty
of Bucharest sealed the establishment of national states in the European
territories of the Ottoman Empire and divided the Aromanians among
these states. Their cohesion was thus shattered, and they were left at the
mercy of various national governments that had made no formal
commitment to respect Aromanian ethnic autonomy and national rights.
The letters exchanged between the Romanian Prime Minister, Titu
Maiorescu, and leaders of the Balkan states, by which the latter promised
to observe the rights of all minorities living within their territories, did not
have the expected outcome. Of all the Balkan states, Greece alone
complied with the promises that were made, even though these were never
ratified by the Greek Parliament.

One explanation for this particular case could be the diplomatic support
that Greece received from Romania during its later conflict with Turkey. In
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Yugoslavia, not only were no new schools built, but the existing ones were
closed. This continued scarcity of Romanian schools was paralleled by a
change in their status. The schools in Greece were only tolerated by the
state and were not recognized as educational establishments having rights
equal to those of the Greek educational institutions. The Romanian
diplomas they issued were only recognized in Romania.

Regarding Aromanian relationships with the Greeks, it is necessary to
mention the context of the First World War. During that confusing period,
when Greece was divided between Ententists and supporters of the Central
Powers, the Pindus Aromanians began an insurrectional movement with
Italian support in order to establish, in the Pindus region, an Aromanian
political body, completely independent of Greece. Supported by the Society
for Macedo-Romanian Culture and by certain Romanian personalities, this
movement was exploited by other political actors to obtain recognition of
Romanian claims to the whole region of Banat. Represented at Versailles
by a delegation led by George Murnu, the Aromanians found themselves in
a no-win situation. The Utopian intention to establish an Aromanian or an
Aromanian-Albanian state was invalidated by Balkan and general realities.
The geographical characteristics of the area concerned failed to provide for
economic self-sufficiency. The Aromanians were overly dispersed
throughout this area and were surrounded by more numerous neighbours
who opposed the whole idea. Finally, there was a lack of consensus among
Pindus Aromanians in favour of such an arrangement. The frailty of the
dream of a Romanian-Albanian state could be observed in the treatment
that Albania meted out to its Romanian minority. The Albanian state did
its best to do away with all educational and religious activities carried out
by the Aromanians and quickly took the next logical step, that of
questioning the very existence of Aromanians on its territory.

One is forced to conclude, in the light of these events, that so far as the
Aromanian issue was concerned, the policy of the Romanian government
was not very substantial or forceful. However, if one considers that, as the
result of what policy there was, valuable energies were recovered while
Romania was undergoing its political maturation, one must conclude that
none of the material and spiritual efforts expended were in vain. Definite
success was registered in terms of prestige and spiritual comfort as well,
not to mention in terms also of proof of the desire of Romania for peace
and co-operation for the general goals of civilization in the Balkan
Peninsula. In sacrificing the Aromanians, Romania gave proof of its
commitment to a greater European cause. Given this situation, one can
speak more of an unavoidable fate than of voluntary or of deliberate
mistakes.

4. The Fading but Possible Metamorphosis of the “Aromanian Issue”
The years, 1919-1948, represented a period of stagnation and decline in
the evolution of the Aromanian issue. The Turkish-Greek War that ended
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with the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923 entailed the resettlement in Greek
Macedonia of over one million Greeks from Asia Minor.

This act was a truly finishing stroke for Macedonian Aromanianism.
Aromanian shepherding was destroyed by the parcelling of the large
pastures so that all the newcomers could receive a piece of land. The latter
were protected in the practice of the liberal professions and in trade
through a process perceived as a threat by Aromanians who suddenly
faced competition. The situation being what it was, those Aromanians who
were still keen on their Romanity decided to emigrate to Romania.

With the support of the Romanian State, the Dobrudja Quadrilateral
was settled by several thousand Aromanians who were then forced to move
into Romanian Dobrudja, when the Quadrilateral was retroceded to
Bulgaria, in 1940. To this systematic movement of people, one must add
the more gradual emigration of all the Salonika and Grebena secondary
school graduates to Romania. The events of the Second World War entailed
the permanent closing of the Romanian schools and churches, while the
issue of the possessions of the Romanian state was settled in the 1950s.

A marginal, yet tragic, episode was the reckless attempt of a right wing
Aromanian group to establish an Aromanian “principality” in the Pindus
region, under the protection of the Axis powers. Rejected by the Romanian
government headed by General Ion Antonescu, but blatantly supported by
the Iron Guard, this unsuccessful attempt cast serious suspicions over the
Aromanians and their loyalty to the Greek state. Certain Greek circles took
advantage of this situation to identify any Aromanian national assertion as
a fascist manifestation, going so far as to take unjustified, excessive, and
non-differentiated reprisals against the Aromanian people. Today these
tensions seem to have subsided.

The reopening of the Aromanian issue was recently initiated by certain
groups of extremely active Aromanian émigrés in Western Europe. For the
time being, it is too early to venture an opinion as to these attempts.
However, it is noticeable that the goal of these efforts is different from
earlier efforts. These partisans insist upon the separateness of Aromanians
in regard to the Romanian state and its citizens. To them, Aromanians are
ethnically different from Romanians, and they view the Aromanian dialect
as a separate language.

These points-of-view, however, are not innovations derived from
accurate study. Rather, they are dictated by political opportunism. In
major national issues, such distractions can only be detrimental. At any
rate, they are out of place.

The current attempts of Greek Aromanians to assert their ethnic
individuality within the Greek state and culture seem to be more
interesting. If resorting to equally unlikely historical and linguistic theories,
they are proving, through the spontaneous and organic character of their
manifestations, which are taking place along the line of an uninterrupted
tradition, that to this day Aromanian Romanity represents a surprisingly
strong potential for spiritual suggestions and virtuality. Only the future
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will tell whether this movement represents a source of ethnographic
oddities or considerably more.
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